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Notes on the Text 

In citations PM refers to Philip Moulton's edition of John Woolman's writings. 

I struggled a great deal in deciding which term to refer to black individuals or persons as; 
should I use black, Negro, or African American? This thesis seeks to explain the 
working behind Woolman's arguments as both he understood them and as his 
contemporaries would have, and Negro was the word that Woolman and his 
contemporaries always used. I therefore chose to use that word. However, I do not 
capitalize it unless I am quoting directly from a source because I do not want to create an 
additional level of exotification between whites and blacks by using the term Negro (with 
a capital N) and whites (with a lower-case w) in the same sentence or side by side. 
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Introduction 

When analyzing Woolman's contribution to the abolition movement one must 

consider the varied contexts in which he worked. During his life he spent a great deal of 

time as a traveling minister visiting the homes of individual Friends to bring up the 

concern of slavery. He also worked tirelessly within the confines of Quaker process to 

get the issue of slavery on the official agendas of Quaker groups throughout the country. 

He got the issue of slavery, couched in various moral and religious contexts, into the 

queries published by Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, which were reflected upon by 

individual Friends and Monthly Meetings. He also worked at the Yearly Meeting level to 

create committees to deal with the issue of slavery, several of which he also served on 

and which empowered him in several of his ministerial journeys concerning slavery. 

When considering actions taken in Woolman's life to combat slavery, whether the 

many publications that he offered or his ministerial work, it is essential that one never 

take Woolman out of his Quaker context. He was born a Quaker and this never ceased to 

be the single most defining characteristic of his personality. All of his thinking and work 

on slavery or other issues was predicated on his love of God, his belief that God required 

him to do the work that he did, and his absolute commitment to the Quaker community 

and Quaker principles. 

It is possible that one could look at his tactics as a question of pragmatics. Before 

Woolman became active there were other Quakers who tried to pressure Friends to 

reform on the issue of slavery by using inflammatory public performances or by airing 

their concerns in a very public fashion visible to non-Quakers. For example, William 

Southeby strenuously engaged Philadelphia Yearly Meeting to admonish slavery and 
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when they refused he published a vicious pamphlet attacking slavery and the Quaker 

community, which refused to condemn it. This was published without going through the 

proper channels of review by Quaker publication committees expected of writings 

penned by Friends. Philadelphia Monthly Meeting censured Southeby in 1716 as 

punishment. l Another particular infamous example known by many Quakers in 

Woolman's time was Benjamin Lay who traveled from meeting to meeting preaching 

about the evils of slavery. In 1738 his most grandiose display was made at the 

Burlington Meeting, which involved a theatrical piercing of a bladder filled with fake 

blood sending it falling onto the Quakers during Meeting for Worship. It is possible that 

Woolman was at this very meeting, although he makes no mention of it in his published 

or personal writings that I can fmd. In any event Philadelphia Yearly Meeting disowned 

Lay in a very public fashion and his story was known as a cautionary tale for other 

Quakers.2 

Woolman's devotion to Quaker principles and expected behavior was more than 

pragmatic. It is clear from his writings, both published and personal, that he had a deep 

love of God which expressed itself through devotion to Quakerism and that he cared 

deeply about what other Quakers thought of him. The opening passages of his Journal is 

devoted to his religious education in his youth and subsequent periods of him alternately 

engaging in frivolous and bad behavior and, with the help of God, returning to proper 

I See Drake, pp. 28-29 for a narrative of Southeby' s attempts to abolish slavery. Drake, 
Thomas E. Quakers and Slavery in America New Raven: Yale University Press, 1950. 
2 See Ibid. pp. 43-47 for a complete description of Lay's theatrics and the response of the 
Quaker establishment to him. 
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actions and Quaker devotions.3 Woolman took Meeting for Worship, especially speaking 

during worship, incredibly seriously. He was always concerned that he spoke only when 

God called him to do so and even then he was always careful to speak only what God 

commanded him to speak. In one early episode in the Journal Woolman recounted how 

he spoke beyond his leading once in worship and that the experience pained him so much 

that he "was afflicted in mind some weeks without any light or comfort. ,,4 He 

subsequently learned that he must wait sometimes for weeks on end to speak in meeting, 

for when he did speak he would "stand like a trumpet through which the Lord speaks to 

his flock."s This is also the frame of mind in which he approached his traveling 

ministries related to slavery. He felt such love of, and was convinced of the truth of, 

Quaker beliefs and practices that he wanted to ensure that everything of substance that he 

said or did, especially when it was in a distinctly religious context, was truly directed by 

God. 

Although Woolman's personal interactions with other Friends doesn't have a 

prominent place in his published works there are some noticeable exceptions. One 

especially illuminating example is how he recorded his decision to give up dyed clothes, 

which were used in the standard Quaker grey attire, in favor of un-dyed clothes, to 

remove the taint of slave-produced dye from his wardrobe. He did not make the switch 

all at once; he replaced his clothes piecemeal as his old clothes wore out. To replace 

3 As we shall see below, a recounting of such youthful indiscretion is an integral part of 
the classic Quaker journal style, but Woolman was not merely adhering to expected 
forms. The language that he used to describe his pitfalls during that period of his life, 
although it might not seem especially passionate to modem readers, is very similar to the 
language that he used later when recounting his struggles with slavery. 
4 PM, p. 31. 
5 Ibid p. 31. 
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clothing that could still be used would be in violation of the Simplicity Testimony, which 

Woolman held very dearly. This meant that Woolman looked like an especially odd 

character (although he was always thought strange for wearing un-dyed clothes) for the 

spate of several months. Friends did not immediately connect his decisions with the 

ethical quandary that produced them. Instead they saw someone wearing an odd 

assortment of mismatched clothes. In a community where conformity, including 

conformity of dress, was of premium importance deviating from the proscribed uniform 

was bad enough, but to do it in such an (apparently) self-consciously individual and 

idiosyncratic manner only confounded other Quakers to a greater extent. In his Journal 

Woolman wrote, 'The apprehension of being singular from my beloved friends was a 

strait upon me, and thus I remained in the use of some things contrary to my judgment. ,,6 

Is clear that he was concerned about how other Quakers would perceive his action and 

this fear caused him to delay in undertaking an action that he knew was a moral 

commandment on his part. 

Even friends of his that were inclined to defend him to other Quakers found it 

necessary to acknowledge that he dressed contrary to Quaker expectations. John 

Pemberton wrote to British Friends a letter of introduction for Woolman's ministerial 

journey there (where he would die of smallpox) that Woolman was "a truly upright man", 

while acknowledging that "he may appear singular". His brother James was more blunt, 

saying that he was "singular in his dress". 7 

6PMp.120. 
7 For a full account of the Pemberton's correspondence with British Friends regarding 
their introduction, and subsequent defense of Woolman, see Livesay, pp. 193-195. 
Livesay, Edith K. John Woolman: Persona and Person. Diss. University of Delaware, 
1976. 
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Although theoretically Quakerism was among the most democratic of religions; 

there was suppose to be no overbearing leader and anyone, including those without any 

formal religious education, could give vocal ministry (during Woolman's time a lack of 

formal education in theology or religious matters was considered a very good thing). Yet 

Quakerism was also among the most structured of religions. There were directives meant 

to cover nearly all aspects of life from speech to social interactions to appearance etc. 

These were thought to be directed by God to ensure the proper ordering of society and the 

entire Quaker community enforced them. The levels of control that Quaker society 

exerted on their members was also changing dramatically and increasing in scope during 

Woolman's life. Following the resignation of all Quakers from the Assembly in 1754 

over their objections to conscription and taxation for the French and Indian War a 

reorganization of Quakerism resulted. There had always been a strain in Quakerism to 

eschew the outside world and only associate with other Quakers who were of a similar 

level of religious and moral purity. After Quakers concluded that they could not find a 

compromise between their religious beliefs and the demands of holding political power 

the community as a whole focused even more of its energy on separation from the outside 

world in order to create a morally and religiously pure environment. This trend led to 

even more importance being placed on conforming to Quaker society's rules.8 

Woolman's personal relationship to the social expectations of Quakers was both 

one of deep reverence and conflict. From his Journal one gets the sense that he was often 

set apart from other Friends from a young age, being much more inclined towards 

8 For detailed discussion of this trend within Quakerism see Jack Marietta, The 
Reformation of American Quakerism, 1748-1783. For Woolman's account of his visit to 
the Assembly on concern of conscription and war taxes see PM, pp. 78-89. 
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religious matters than other children. The first episode Woolman recounted in his Journal 

is a memory of him as a young boy alone reading Revelations while his companions 

"went to play by the way". 9 The personal records and correspondence of friends of 

Woolman at that time show that he was usually aloof even among them. Livesay 

comments: 

The earliest references (or lack thereof) seem to indicate that people just 
did not notice John Woolman, even when they saw him. John Smith, 
who later became one of Woolman's closest friends, kept a detailed diary 
for years; and in all eleven manuscript volumes of the diary he mentioned 
Woolman only three times and then only perfunctorily. 10 

In his Journal Woolman was also very conscious that the company ofless than 

upstanding individual could damage his own spiritual life and he had a lengthy struggle 

over ensuring that he was not endangered by the company he kept. He described the 

situation as one of great temptation that took a long time to overcome. 11 He is therefore 

an individual who, from a very young age, was much more concerned than the average 

Quaker with matters of spiritual purity and realized that his behavior was intimately 

connected with these matters. He yearned deeply to be close to God and do what God 

asked of him and was willing to cast aside many aspects of social and cultural life in 

favor of religious devotion. He took standard Quaker convictions about simplicity and 

frivolity and applied them to his own life more forcefully than other Quakers that he 

associated with did. In that way he was completely in favor of the structured nature of 

9 PMp.23. 
10 Livesay, p. 173. 
11 PM pp. 25-28. Although there is no reason to doubt that Woolman's description ofthe 
situation is genuine it is important to note that a struggle with youthful frivolities is an 
expected early chapter in Quaker journals. This issue will be addressed in Chapter three 
in a discussion of Quaker literary style. 
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Quaker society because he viewed it as proper channels through which to express his love 

of God. 

The reason that he was so supportive of these restrictive structures is that he felt 

they were mandated by God and were useful in cultivating a relationship with God. 

Although all Quakers in theory thought that, in practice they became mere peculiarities of 

Quaker communities and became separated from their deeply intimate connections to 

religion. Woolman knew what their fundamental origin and purpose was, however, so he 

was open to being led by God to deviate from prescriptions of Quaker society, such as 

with his decision to wear un-dyed clothing. Such a decision could not be made lightly, 

however, and Woolman was fully cognizant of the repercussions that such a willful 

deviation from expected behavior would have. Other Quakers had let the expectations 

become social in nature rather than be grounded in the continuing revelation of God. 

However, Woolman still felt great unease with so publicly breaking with established 

Quaker practice and apprehension of being characterized as vain and "singular" when in 

fact he was holding to Quakerism's (and God's) moral precepts more than anyone else. 

We can therefore see Woolman as an individual with a huge amount of respect for 

Quaker traditions, beliefs, and practices. He was deeply concerned that his life be simple, 

that he never be guilty of vanity or engaging in superfluities, and that he, above all things, 

show deference to God's will. He therefore acted, spoke, and framed his thoughts in a 

way that was familiar to Quakers and, more importantly, expected by them, although he 

often was seen as taking Quaker principles of fairness, morality, etc. and extending them 

much further than any of the Friends around him did. When he broke with expected 

tradition or went against the community he only did so after much thought, consideration, 
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and discernment. His fidelity to Quakerism was much more than mere pragmatics; it was 

based on his sincere, deep love of God and his belief that he could best follow God by 

conforming to the structures of the religion that he was a part of. 

This does not mean that the Quaker community arms always welcomed him with 

open arms. The impossibly high standard that he held himself, and by extension, others 

made him somewhat of a curiosity among Quaker circles. For example, he was not 

greeted with open arms at London Yearly Meeting when he arrived there. When faced 

with this form of rejection, or at least coolness, he was often pained rather than offended. 

He was an often cantankerous member of the Society but he always loved and respected 

the society and met opposition to him not with angry outcries but with impassioned (but 

dignified) pleas for acceptance and assertions that he did only as God commands him to 

do. When he was initially rebuffed at London Yearly Meeting concerning the nature of 

his leading he meekly reaffirmed (while crying) his belief that the Lord had required him 

to go on the visit and that he would continue, using his own funds if necessaryl2. 

He continually kept the focus on his own calling and what he would do about it, 

not on the response from other Friends. Individuals such as Lay made the moral issue of 

slavery the primary concern and lashed out at the Quaker community when they failed to 

back him. Woolman did not place one above the other; he sincerely believed that the 

Quaker community was good and that their own tenants required them to change their 

position on slavery. But his concern was as much on advancing the moral status of the 

community which he valued so highly as with achieving his goals on the slavery 

question. His deep sincerity and respect towards the religious structures would make it 

12 Livesay, pp. 196-205. 
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impossible for him to become a theatrical character like Lay. All of his acts and writings 

must be approached with both an understanding of the social context that he operated in 

and the religious basis that they rested on and which he above all had fidelity to when his 

religious circle didn't live up to them. 
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Chapter 1 

Slavery in Woolman's Thought as Exhibited in 
his Journal 

Introduction 

Defending slavery today from our contemporary moral perspective would be impossibly 

difficult. Additionally, if anyone were to ask for an argument against slavery many 

different ones would easily come to mind. One could say that it is inappropriate to treat 

another human being as property and own them; to do so violates the natural rights of any 

human. One could also apply the golden rule to the situation and say that because it 

would seem wholly unjust for someone else to enslave you then by extension you should 

not enslave anyone else. If a religious individual or a Quaker was asked today why 

slavery is wrong they might quickly reply that to enslave another human being in simply 

contrary to God's demands on human behavior. God simply doesn't allow slavery. 

These were also important arguments that many individuals, including John 

Woolman used when addressing slavery. At first glance these arguments don't seem to 

have much nuance or rigor attached to them. When analyzing historical writings on 

slavery a contemporary reader might expect much more nuanced, detailed, and virulent 

debate between opposing sides of the slavery question. It could be thought that, if 

slavery was such an insidious system that was extremely difficult to dislodge, then it 

must have taken arguments that were more forceful and nuanced than those outlined 

briefly above in order to convince others of the wrongness of the system. It is important 
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to keep assumptions like these in mind when we look back on the historical record such 

that we don't read historical documents with contemporary assumptions. Likewise it is 

important to note that it was difficult to argue against slavery precisely because slavery 

integrated so fully with the broader society and economy.13 Simple propositions like 

those outlined above, that seem so obvious to contemporary readers, would not be 

obvious to many living during times of slavery. Making arguments that revolved around 

those propositions therefore was not easy and required a great deal of justification to 

succeed. 

At various points in his writing Woolman turned to the first two arguments 

outlined above, especially in his two essays in the subject. In his Journal he chiefly used 

the latter argument, both in recounting his interactions with Friends throughout his life 

and also in his commentary on general religious and moral themes that is interspersed 

throughout the narrative. The argument that God does not want humans to engage in 

slavery, properly fleshed out and defended from attack, is a very powerful argument in 

any religious circle. It was especially powerful among Quaker communities. Quakers, 

more so than many other Christian denominations, stress God's continual role in the 

shaping of human history. Quakers are especially open to the idea of individual humans 

being shown the will of God through both leadings and speaking in Meeting. It is clear 

from Woolman's Journal that he had a religious leading that slavery was wrong. In 

13 Woolman, more so than most of his contemporaries, recognized the pervasive nature of 
the system. Whereas other anti-slavery activists were focusing exclusively on the slave 
traders or slave owners Woolman recognized that in fact that society as a whole was 
either dependent on or benefited from the system and therefore should be held 
accountable. His famous decision to stop wearing dyed cloths is but one example of this 
thinking. Others included holding Quaker traveling ministers accountable for benefiting 
from free entertainment at the homes of slave-owning Friends (see PM, p. 141). 
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Quaker circles being convinced that God had given a leading that condemned slavery 

would be enough to convince individual Friends, and the institution as a whole, that 

slavery was wrong. Such a decision would necessarily be religious in nature and be 

particular to the specific religious convictions of Quakerism. 

Woolman's Journal was written in a standard Quaker style primarily for the 

edification of other Quakers in religious matters. It is not primarily a document meant to 

argue for a particular position on slavery. However, Woolman used the issue of slavery 

(along with other pressing issues such as pacifism, war taxes, and interactions with 

Native Americans) as examples of his own religious life, and by extension as examples 

for cultivating a proper religious inclination in the lives of other Friends. When 

Woolman narrated events in his life connected with his advocacy around slavery he often 

framed them as examples of following a leading that God had given him. Similarly, 

when he talked about slavery in general, not connected to any event in his life, he took 

effort to either show how slavery was contrary to God's wishes or how he himself came 

to realize that God felt this way. 

The first mention of slavery in Woolman's Journal occurred at the end of Chapter 

1. It was placed within the context of Woolman being asked to write a bill of sale for a 

slave for the first time in his life. He wrote that this event was "sudden" and he 

illustrated that in the narrative by introducing the situation (and the broader topic of 

slavery, which many of his individual readers would associate with him while reading the 

Journal) very suddenly (although Woolman often moves from one event to another 

without much transition material). Because he was thrust into the situation so suddenly 

he obviously hadn't thought about how he would have reacted in such a situation before, 
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so he therefore wrote the bill of sale. However, he told his employer and the elderly 

Friend who requested him to write the bill of sale that he "believed slavekeeping to be a 

practice inconsistent with the Christian religion. ,,14 This implies that he had previously 

thought about the institution of slavery and concluded that it was wrong, but that he 

hadn't considered how he would react when asked to somehow actively participate in the 

slave system. This action was contrary to how he would be called to act in the future; 

after this incident he refused to write legal documents that sold or allowed the inheritance 

of slaves. 15 

The way that Woolman described this situation is telling. It comes at the end of 

the introductory chapter of the Journal and after material concerning his early trials with, 

and ultimate affirmation of, his faith in God. Such material is very standard in Quaker 

Journals, thus Woolman placed his first encounter with slavery at the end of a standard 

description of growing religious maturity. From a literary standpoint one can read this 

episode as the first time he exercised his newfound religious maturity by voicing his 

opposition to slavery on religious grounds. The way that he framed his opposition is also 

telling. He simply stated that he believed that slavery was contrary to Christianity (or 

Quakerism, the specific form of Christianity that he and the other two participants in his 

conversation, as well as his readers, practiced). He did not say why this was the case, he 

simply stated that it was. The previous pages of his Journal were concerned with 

demonstrating how he had developed his ability to recognize God's directions to him and 

14 PM, p.33. 
IS He also described his action as emanating from "weakness" from within him, and 
reflecting on the situation he wrote "I thought I should have been clearer if I had desired 
to be excused from it as a thing against my conscience, for such it was" (PM p. 33). This 
suggests that even at the time he wanted to be excused from writing the bill of sale but 
was unsure how to do so. 
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follow those directions, both in his life in general and in specific religious settings. 16 

Such religious education allowed him to write the general sentence, "from an inward 

purifying, and steadfast abiding under it, springs a lively operative desire for the good of 

others.,,17 This means that Woolman thought that Jesus Christ, through the purification of 

believers' hearts, made believers sense the condition that others lived in and nurtured a 

desire for others' condition to improve. Immediately after this reflection Woolman 

recounted being confronted with the specific issue of slavery for the fust time where he 

articulated his belief about the inherent evil nature of slavery. 

Given the context of this statement and the content of the statement itself it must 

be seen as an articulation by Woolman of a religious leading that he believed that he had 

had. At times in the Journal Woolman engaged in larger, more specific debates about the 

merits of slavery, such as responding to Biblical arguments that were made to support the 

system. At times he also related slavery to other specific Quaker concerns such as the 

Peace Testimony. However, all of these arguments were part of the larger conviction that 

informed his work on slavery and his life in general: he believed that God had directed 

him to do certain things because God had called him to do them and for no other reason. 

Therefore, a large portion of his comments on slavery within the confines of the Journal 

were devoted to either witnessing to God's active role in his life or to convincing other 

Friends of the epistemological validity of his views as being dictated by God. 

This chapter will analyze Woolman's comments on slavery in his Journal, both 

how he conceived of slavery and how he argued against it to other Quakers, primarily his 

16 C.f. p. 31 where Woolman recounted his experience of speaking in excess of his 
leading in Meeting for Worship and subsequently learning to wait on God until he was 
absolutely sure that God was directing him to say something. 
17 PM,p.31 
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readers but also the individuals whom he recounts interactions with. We will see specific 

lines of argument that Woolman used to try and convince Quakers in the form of a 

debate. We will also look at the Journal as a document of religious instruction with 

slavery as a centerpiece whereby Woolman entreated his readers to be open to similar 

leadings from God while attempting to convince them of God's desires for the world. 

This chapter will necessarily be somewhat similar to Heller's wonderful dissertation. 18 

However, I will attempt to move beyond merely looking at Woolman's use oflanguage 

that dominates Heller's argument. I will be engaging the ideas behind Woolman's 

writing, but since at its core Woolman's ideas are so simple rhetoric certainly plays a 

large part in Woolman's Journal. 

Following God's Will by Combating Slavery 

Woolman's personal devotion to and love of God permeates the entire Journal. 

Taking note of every incident where he described his love of God or called on others to 

love God, even when such love was explicitly connected to slavery, is beyond the scope 

ofthis thesis. There are, however, certain representative examples that can be pointed 

out and analyzed in this framework. One such example is from Woolman's recollection 

of a Yearly Meeting session concerning slavery where some Friends said that at some 

time in the future God would dictate that slaves should be freed and that Quakers could 

18 Heller, Michael Alan. Soft Persuasion: A Rhetorical Analysis of John Woolman's 
Essays and Journal. Diss. Arizona State University, 1989. Heller focuses primarily on 
Woolman's use of language in his persuasive writing. 
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not act until such direction is given. Woolman recorded his response that he gave, which 

is noticeable for its emotional and impassioned character when compared to most of the 

rest of the J ournal. Woolman said: 

Many slaves on this continent are oppressed and their cries have reached 
the ears of the Most High! Such is the purity and certainty of his 
judgments that he cannot be partial in our favour. In infinite love and 
goodness he hath opened our understandings from one time to another 
concerning our duty towards this people, and it is not a time for delay. 19 

Part of the impassioned nature of this speech can be explained by the context that was 

given: Woolman was responding to a Friend who was arguing that Quakers should follow 

God's directive and free slaves in the future. Woolman thought that Friends should 

follow God's directive and free slaves immediately. Woolman credited God with being 

wholly responsible for changing the hearts and minds of humans with concern to slavery 

such that they notice the oppressive nature of the institution. Woolman also understood 

that God was actively responding to the cries of slaves rather than being aloof and 

directing humans to give up slavery on some abstract principle. This meant that both 

Woolman and God (in Woolman's thinking) recognized the physical horribleness of 

enslavement and responded to physical oppression by dictating a religious directive to 

free slaves. The main point of Woolman's speech, however, was not to emphasize the 

horrible state that slaves live in (although he does emphasize this aspect of slavery on 

many occasions) but to emphasize being open to God's education and admonishing others 

to show love and devotion to God by following his commands. 

Another example is very similar to the first instance that slavery was mentioned in 

the Journal, which was analyzed above. In 1753 Woolman was asked to write a will for 

19 PMp.93. 
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another Friend that would have bequeathed slaves to the Friend's children. Woolman 

wrote that he "looked to the Lord [and] he inclined my heart to his testimony" whereupon 

he told the Friend "I believed the practice of continuing slavery to this people was not 

right and had a scruple in mind against doing writings of that kind. ,,20 Woolman told his 

readers21 that it was God leading him to this decision, and that he was called upon by the 

Lord to make this testimony. However, in his account of what he said to the Friend he 

did not mention God; he only said that he had a problem with writing the will that 

stemmed from his own mind. 

In this situation Woolman also set up a clear dichotomy between following God's 

will and being profitable or respected in the world: 

In this case I had a fresh confirmation that acting contrary to present 
outward interest from a motive of divine love in regard to truth and 
righteousness, and thereby incurring the resentments of people, opens the 
way to a treasure better than silver and to a friendship exceeding the 
friendship of men. 22 

This is one of the best illustrations of Woolman's view of loving God through one's 

actions. In several other places in the Journal Woolman discussed the need to follow 

one's own moral compass even when it conflicted with societal expectations. Woolman 

also declared quite forcefully that a custom was not correct merely because it was 

common in society.23 In this quote Woolman established that to behave in a manner that 

God desired was an expression of one's love for God. Woolman likewise viscerally 

experienced God's love for him and for the rest of humanity when he lived out God's 

20 PMp.46. 
21 Incidentally, it is clear that he was addressing Quakers in general in this passage, for he 
wrote "though many in our Society kept [Negroes] as slaves, still I was not easy to be 
concerned in it and desired to be excused from going to write the will" (emphasis mine). 
22 PMp.46. 
23 See PM p. 50. 
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message. Such an affirmation is incredibly important because Woolman often acted in 

socially unexpected ways in order to express his anti-slavery concem.24 He undertook 

these actions in order to force everyone who encountered him to reevaluate their actions 

and beliefs when confronted with something utterly unexpected?5 

Woolman conceived ofthese actions as not merely tactics to be used in his fight 

against slavery; they were central to his religious convictions that informed his beliefs 

about slavery. Woolman sought to experience divine love and express his love for God 

in every possible manner, both in his opposition to slavery and the form that that 

opposition took. Woolman recognized that such behavior would often strain social 

relationships and was cognizant of sometimes seeming an outsider among other Quakers. 

At one point he quoted Psalm 119 to describe his sense of isolation: "Oh Lord, I am a 

stranger in the earth; hide not thy face from me. ,,26 But whenever such isolation was 

acknowledged and considered Woolman made clear that he was continually drawn closer 

and closer to God and experienced God's love by doing the actions that separated him 

from others. Woolman held the beliefs on slavery that he did and undertook the actions 

that he did chiefly so he could experience this love. In the quote above Woolman did not 

24 Common examples include the wearing of un-dyed clothing discussed earlier, paying 
the slaves of Quakers for their services to him (see PM p. 59), or walking on long 
journeys as a witness to the conditions of slaves who were never able to ride a horse (see 
PMp.145). 
25 See PM p. 60: "Conduct is more convincing than language, and where people by their 
actions manifest that the slave trade is not so disagreeable to their principles but that it 
may be encouraged, there is not a sound uniting with some Friends who visit them." 
Woolman here criticized the situation that existed among most Quaker communities 
whereby slavery was implicitly supported because Quakers did not actively oppose it. 
But these sentiments also make clear that Woolman believed that actions that draw one's 
attention to the evil nature of slavery speak much more powerfully than mere 
rcrotestations of its morally abhorrent nature. 
6 PM p. 60. Quote from Ps. 119:1 9 
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portray the love of God as a sort of consolation prize meant to compensate him for the 

isolation that he felt because of pursuing anti -slavery work. This sense of isolation, or 

the nature of the work against slavery isn't the point. The central point is that Woolman 

sought to cultivate his relationship with God and it just happened that cultivating that 

relationship required him to work against slavery and thereby bear a certain amount of 

. I· I· 27 SOCIa ISO atlOn. 

Woolman's individual relationship with God is central to understanding why and 

how he addressed slavery. He often expressed love as the most important factor, but 

there were also strains of duty and devotion. In the passage quoted above Woolman 

wrote that he approached the situation "in the fear of the Lord." Woolman's relationship 

with God was not one that was only expressed by God's love and support of Woolman. 

God often challenged Woolman to act in a certain manner. In Woolman's youth God 

made him sick in order to pressure him to give up his frivolous ways?8 At decisive 

moments in his life Woolman also experienced grave illness or other physical pressures 

that he interpreted as God tryIng to send him a message. This occurred when he was 

27 In this way we see that Woolman had an incredibly mystical conception of religion. It 
allowed him to act in ways contrary to societal expectations that involved dire social 
consequences because he knew that he would experience even greater measures of divine 
love because of it. This sort of mystical devotion made sense in Quaker circles. In many 
ways the desire of the entire Quaker community to remain separate from the rest of 
society was based off of similar mystical beliefs. However , Woolman could not expect 
others, especially non-Quakers, to go against the grain in such a profound manner if they 
did not have a similar mystical basis to religion. As we shall see below in the discussion 
of the essays, Woolman realized that the pervasive nature of slavery would make it 
difficult for others to resist it. While he still held individuals accountable for their actions 
his essays were directed much more forcefully against the institutions rather than 
individuals, for he knew that the societal institutions would have to change in order for 
individuals to gather the courage to change as well 
28 PMp. 26. 
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deliberating on whether or not to pay the slaves of his Quaker hosts for their labor.29 But 

when these physical trials visited him he always approached them as actions done by God 

that would make him purer and more devoted to him. Already at the beginning of his life 

Woolman recognized that just as God caused his physical suffering he also gave him the 

strength necessary to overcome it. Woolman also recognized that if he ever ceased to 

abide in the strength that God have then his "victory" would be compromised.3o In 1770 

when Woolman believed he was on his deathbed (he would die two years later) Woolman 

thought that "if it was [God's] will to further refine me under affliction and make me in 

any degree useful in his church, I desired not to die. ,,31 Therefore, even when Woolman 

acted "in the fear of the Lord" or was experiencing hardship that was caused by God he 

was not approaching the situation as one being punished. He viewed God's hardships as 

transformative; they were episodes that made him more deeply religious and connected to 

God, and more open to acting on God's directions and experiencing God's love. 

Woolman had to behave in a proper way in order to fully experience God's love, and 

sometimes he had to be prodded by God in order to overcome social constraints and act 

in the proper manner. But seeking after God's love was the central aspect of his life as 

her recorded it in the Journal, and his opposition to slavery was firmly grounded in his 

yearning after God. 

29 PM p. 60: "Many were the afflictions which attended me, and in great abasement with 
many tears, my cries were to the Almighty for his gracious and fatherly assistance." 
30 PM pp. 27-28. 
31PMp. 159. 
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Specific Arguments Against Slavery found in the Journal 

There are many instances in Woolman's Journal where he went beyond merely 

saying that God was opposed to slavery and offered specific moral or religious reasons 

for being opposed to the practice. Often these ideas were connected specifically to 

broadly accepted notions of Quaker belief and practice that sometimes differed from 

other Christian denominations. They can be read as examples of why Woolman thought 

God believed that slavery was wrong and how he tried to convince others of the 

religiously consistent nature of Woolman's claims about God's thinking. 

One avenue that he explored was connecting slavery with the Peace Testimony. 

He did this most blatantly when he recounted an experience he had while traveling in the 

ministry in 1757 at the Western Branch Yearly Meeting. At the Yearly Meeting a set of 

queries were read that had originally been drafted by Philadelphia Yearly Meeting and 

then edited by Virginia Yearly Meeting. The original queries made mention of both 

buying goods that were acquired through war and the slave trade. Virginia Yearly 

Meeting had watered down the query on the slave trade. Woolman was very concerned 

about this action and told those assembled at the yearly meeting that: 

as purchasing any merchandise taken by the sword was always allowed to 
be inconsistent with our principles, Negroes being captives of war or taken 
by stealth, those circumstances make it inconsistent with our testimony to 
buy them, and UleiI bein§ our fellow creatures who are sold as slaves adds 
greatly to the difficulty? 

In that statement Woolman made two arguments against slavery. He 

acknowledged that slavery in and of itself is unacceptable. On top of that he highlighted 

32 PMp. 66. 
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the particular circumstances that the slave trade was undertaken in: slaves were forcibly 

captured and many wars on the African continent were sparked in order to fuel the slave 

trade with captives. He challenged Quakers to interrogate their own involvement with 

slavery on two levels. If Quakers were going to consider Africans merely commodities 

to be bought and sold then they should consider the fact that they were obtained through 

force that is inconsistent with Quaker testimonies. He pointed out that such an 

understanding is deeply flawed because it doesn't recognize the inherent humanity of 

Africans, which was being violated by their treatment as property. However, merely 

acknowledging the first point would be sufficient for a Quaker to reconsider the ethical 

nature of the slave trade. This argument was specifically targeted towards Quaker 

audiences because non-Quakers wouldn't have the inherent uneasiness with violence and 

war that Quakers would have had. Although Woolman didn't recount any specific 

outcomes from his witness he did say that "Friends appeared attentive to what was said; 

some expressed a care and concern about their Negroes; none made any objection by way 

of reply to what I said. ,,33 

Woolman wrote the narrative of his Journal in a way that never separated the 

specific arguments against slavery too far from his more broader belief that following 

God's will would require one to reevaluate slavery. One of many examples of this is 

found in Woolman's account of his ministerial trip that included a stop at the West 

Branch Yearly Meeting. On the same page as the above episode Woolman commented 

on the nature of the love of God in response to observations he had made about slaves' 

33 PM,p.66. 
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living conditions earlier in his journey. He wrote: 

They who know the only true God and Jesus Christ whom he hath sent, 
and are thus acquainted with the merciful, benevolent Gospel Spirit, will 
therein perceive that the indignation of God is kindled against oppression 
and cruelty, and in beholding the great distress of so numerous a people 
will :find cause for mourn·ng.34 

As with many passages in the Journal, Woolman wrote this not recounting any specific 

episode but merely as his own thoughts and commentary on events. The passage was 

directed solely at himself and at the reader. It establishes itself as based around religious 

certainty and a religious experience that Woolman and his readers shared. Woolman 

suggested that those who truly love God and are open to the Holy Spirit will know that 

God does not approve of "oppression and cruelty" and that because the conditions that 

slaves live under are oppressive and cruee5 God opposes the institution. 

A reader would come to that universal, religiously based condemnation of 

oppressive enslavement and in quick succession read the passage discussed earlier 

bringing the Peace Testimony to bear on the situation. Therefore, even as someone 

would be considering that one could not participate in slavery without violating the Peace 

Testimony one would also have the idea that one could not participate in slavery at all 

without going against the will of God. In this way specific arguments against slavery are 

never very far apart from Woolman's deep conviction in the fundamental religious 

wrongness of slavery. Woolman composed the Journal in such a way as to never separate 

specific arguments from his general religious conviction that he was trying to pass along 

34 PM,p.66. . 
35 This is an important point. In several other places of Woolman's writings, both in the 
Journal and the essays, Woolman suggested that a perfectly just and benevolent person 
could legitimately own slaves ifhe could be sure that he truly had the slaves best interests 
at heart and that he was not exploiting them in any way. 
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to Quaker readers, even though specific events that he recounted do not always display 

this unity. 

In some instances, however, specific conversations that he had do display this 

unity. While on a visit to Friends in Long Island who had slaves, Woolman mentioned 

that he told the Friends "as way opened" what he saw as "the inconsistency of that 

practice with the purity of the Christian religion and the ill effects of it manifested 

amongst US.,,36 The phrase "as way opened" is especially Quaker and indicates that 

Woolman was looking to God for both justification of his words and the directive to 

speak them at all. This shows his continued commitment to mind his leadings from God 

carefully, especially where vocal ministry or other consciously religious discourses are 

involved. He was trying to communicate to his Quaker reader that he was acting on a 

genuine religious leading. 

However, the practical side of Woolman's comments shouldn't be forgotten. 

Woolman referred to "the ill effects" of slavery. In his writings he shows himself to be 

very aware of the negative effects of slavery, not just on the slaves themselves but also on 

the slave-owner and society as a whole. As will be shown in the next chapter he is 

especially concerned about the possibility of the character of children of slave-owners 

developing poorly when being exposed to a system that encourages them to be both harsh 

and cruel as well as lazy. In this instance Woolman combined these two concerns, 

showing that the religious is never really divorced from the practical. Woolman was led 

to concerns about slavery and voiced those concerns because God had directed him to do 

so, but these leadings also led him to examine the institution and expose the negative 

36 PMp.52. 
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effects that it had on society. He wanted his readers and those he interacted with to know 

that slavery was not bad just because God said it was bad, but that there were also 

substantive, practical problems with it. He asked his readers to consider these two 

motivations at the same moment and thereby argued against slavery simultaneously 

through practical, rational reasoning and a particularly Quaker religious conviction. 

Woolman also addressed specific Quaker principles when explaining his decision 

to give up wearing dyed clothes. lbis is perhaps the most self-consciously Quaker 

episode in the Journal because conformity of dress was extensively stressed within the 

Quaker community in addition to being an immediately recognizable aspect of 

Quakerism within non-Quaker circles. As has been noted above this was a decision that 

Woolman did not take lightly and he was often publicly associated with this stance within 

Quaker society. When describing his thoughts on dress in the Journal, W oohnan 

identified dyed products with slavery and hence with violations with the Peace 

Testimony, following the arguments that were described above. He also in the same 

sentence considered his particular practice of dress to be inconsistent with the Simplicity 

Testimony. He wrote: 

Being thus fully convinced and feeling an increasing desire to live in the 
spirit of peace, being often sorrowfully affected in thinking on the unquiet 
spirit in which wars are generally carried on, and with the miseries of 
many of my fellow creatures engaged therein-some suddenly destroyed, 
some wounded and after much pain remain cripples, some deprived of all 
their outward substance and reduced to want, and some carried into 
captivity-thinking often on these things, the use of hats dyed with a dye 
hurtful to them and wearing more clothes in summer than are useful grew 
more uneasy to me, believin9 them to be customs which have not their 
foundation in pure wisdom.3 

. 

37 PM, p. 120. 
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This lengthy sentence shows how integrated Woolman's thoughts on slavery and other 

Quaker testimony were. He spent the bulk of his time describing the horrors of war and 

then explicitly connected those experiences to the dye used in clothing. At the same time 

he raised the concern, much more perfunctorily, that the specific customs regarding 

clothing that he and others followed were too extravagant. This is an especially 

provocative statement because Quakers dressed the way they did specifically to uphold 

their testimony of simplicity. Quaker dress was supposed to look simple, in contrast to 

the fashion that the rest of society engaged in. Woolman was expanding his definition of 

simplicity to include not only visual aesthetics but labor as well. He had just previously 

wrote that he was often concerned with the amount of labor that went into his activities. 

He asked himself "Do I in all my proceedings keep to that set of things which is 

agreeable to universal righteousness?" and answered "And then there hath some degree of 

sadness at times come over me, for that I accustomed myself to some things which 

occasioned more labour than I believed divine wisdom intends for US.,,38 

Woolman initially approached the use of dyes from this perspective of the 

Simplicity Testimony as well as being an issue of him following the leading that God had 

given him. This resulted in an indictment of slavery simultaneously on grounds that the 

institution itself violated the Peace Testimony and that the products that resulted from 

slave labor violated the spirit, ifnot the practice, ofthe Simplicity Testimony. He argued 

against slavery in this passage not by explicitly condemning slavery or those who held 

slaves but by emphasizing the importance of traditional Quaker testimonies and pointing 

out how slavery violated them. He also challenged traditional Quaker notions of the 

38 PM, p. 119. 
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Simplicity Testimony in a bid to get Friends to reevaluate their commitment to this area 

of Quakerism in a way that was not directly concerned with slavery but that nonetheless 

included it within the purview of its argument. 

Woolman characterized the entire episode, both for himself and for his readers, as 

being an example of the importance of following a course of action dictated by God. He 

recounted several instances where he was hesitant to follow the will of God, which 

caused him great discomfort, even sickness. He then concluded that he could only be 

relieved of this discomfort if he turned himself wholly over to the will of God: "I felt all 

the powers in me yield themselves up into the hands of him who gave me being and was 

made thankful that he had taken hold of me by his chastisement, feeling the necessity of 

further purifying. ,,39 Woolman then thought that he should eschew dyed fur hats but was 

hesitant to make the switch because of fear that he would appear "singular" and when he 

eventually did make the switch he was greeted with responses ranging from 

befuddlement to open hostility. In such time of trial Woolman felt comforted by God: 

And in this condition, my mind being turned toward my Heavenly Father 
with fervent cries that I might be preserved to walk before him in the 
meekness of wisdom, my heart was often tender in meetings, and I felt an 
inward consolation, which to me was very precious under those 
difficulties.4o 

Clearly Woolman felt that enduring spiritual hardship but outward acceptance was much 

worse than being reproached by other Friends while feeling religiously righteous. When 

read within the genre of a Quaker Journal this passage is properly seen as one concerning 

devotion to God, a quality that Woolman wanted to instill in his readership. But he also 

addressed slavery from two specific angels: that of simplicity and that of peace, and he 

39 PMp. 120. 
40 1 PM,p.12. 
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showed how slavery violated both of those ideals and that witnessing against slavery 

illustrated Woolman's devotion to God, which was, and should be, at the center of his 

life. 

The specific arguments against slavery that we have addressed so far in this 

chapter have focused on concepts specific to the Quaker community. Woolman also 

engaged in arguments about the specific moral and religious standing of slavery vis-it-vis 

broader Christian concerns. The Bible was chiefly used in the Journal to illustrate 

Woolman's relationship with God or to establish general religious truths about the glory, 

power, and goodness of God. However, in once instance Woolman specifically engaged 

the Bible with regards to slavery. In May of 1757 Woolman was confronted with a 

Friend who claimed that that "the Negroes were ... the offspring of Cain" to which 

Woolman replied that "Noah and his family were all who survived the floor according to 

Scripture, and as Noah was of Seth's race, the family of Cain was wholly destroyed.,,41 

The unnamed Friend attempted to rebut that statement by saying that Ham went to the 

far-away land of Nod and that it was possible that Cain's race resided there. In addition, 

since Ham "was sentenced to be a servant of servants to his brethren", when Cain and 

Ham's family were united the resulting offspring could be suitable for slavery and no 

other way oflife.42 

Woolman responded to this line of argument in several ways. First he wrote that 

he "reminded them how the prophets repeatedly declare that the son shall not suffer for 

41 PM pp. 62-63. 
42 PMp.63. 
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the iniquity of the father, but every one be answerable for his own sins.,,43 Upon further 

reflection Woolman recorded another thing that he told to the Friend. This passage is 

included within quotes in Woolman's journal, whereas he wrote that he was merely 

recounting the substance, not the exact words, of what he said earlier in the exchange. 

Woolman therefore intended for this passage to be the most well thought out and 

important part of the dialogue that he recounted: 

"The love of ease and gain are the motives in general of keeping slaves, 
and men are wont to take hold of weak arguments to support a case which 
is unreasonable .... I've no interest on either side save only the interest 
which I desire to have in the truth, and I believe liberty is their right and 
see they are not only deprived of it but treated in other respects with 
inhumanity in many places, I believe he who is a refuge for the oppressed 
will in his own time plead their cause, and happy will it be for such who 
walk in uprightness before him. ,,44 

It is clear that Woolman was not impressed by the rigor of the Friend's argument 

for slavery. Woolman recognized that greed and laziness45 could lead people to making 

43 PM p. 63. Although Woolman asserted this point of view as though it were fact it is 
actually a statement that can't universally be upheld when reading the Hebrew Bible. 
God often treated individuals as members of a particular people and punished them for 
the wrongs of the group rather than the individuals. For example, God declared to Israel 
"No Ammonite or Moabite shall be admitted into the congregation of the LORD; none of 
their descendents, even in the tenth generation, shall ever be admitted into the 
congregation ofthe LORD, because they did not meet you with food and water on your 
journey after you left Egypt, and because they hired Balaam son of Beor, from Pethor of 
Aramnaharaim to curse you .... You shall never concern yourself with their welfare or 
benefit as long as you live." (Deut. 23 :4-7, JPS translation). God was collectively 
punishing the Moabites for all eternity by declaring that they could never become 
Israelites nor should Israelites concern themselves with their well being. This 
punishment affected more individuals than committed the original offence. This directive 
is of course not universally unforced because Ruth, a Moabite, was able to marry an 
Israelite, both in the country of Moab and in Judea, and her son is in fact the grandfather 
of King David. However, to universally assert that the prophets, or God, always exempt 
the son from the sins of the father is not correct. 
44 PMp. 63. 
45 This is one of several places that Woolman articulated that he believed that slavery 
both grew out of and encouraged laziness and greed. People both desired goods that 
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incredibly tenuous arguments in order to preserve their current position in society and the 

economy. Woolman responded to the specifics of their argument by showing that 

according to common sense and the record that was left in the Bible it is simply 

impossible to believe that Cain's descendents survived and produced the African 

population that we have today. The real thrust of Woolman's statements was not 

concerned with this specific argument but with the will of God that stood behind him 

when he cast judgment or responded to a specific argument supporting slavery. The only 

reason he engaged in the argument at all was because he was presented with it, and he 

made clear that he was not really invested in the specifics, but merely the "truth" that lay 

behind the matter that declared that "liberty" should rightfully be afforded to those 

oppressed by slavery. 

required an excessive amount oflabor (which, according to Woolman, was in violation of 
the Simplicity Testimony) while not wanting to engage in the labor themselves. 
Woolman focused on this argument especially in the essays where he was trying to 
illustrate the negative effects of slavery on the slaveholders as well as the slaves. In the 
Journal this argument often came up when Woolman was responding to arguments (often 
made by non-Quakers) that slavery was good because the slaves were lazy (c.f. 
Woolman's exchange with a military officer, PM p. 61). Woolman therefore turned the 
argument against the proponents of slavery, showing that they were in fact the lazy ones. 
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Chapter 2 
The Treatment of Slavery in Woolman's 

Some Considerations on the Keeping o/Negroes 
Parts One and Two 

An Initial Public Opinion on Slavery: Some Considerations on the 
Keeping of Negroes 

Woolman's two essays that explicitly dealt with slavery, Some 

Considerations on the Keeping of Negroes and Some Considerations on the Keeping of 

Negroes, Part Second, published in 1754 and 1762 bear a dedication46 that immediately 

sets them off from the narrow focus of the Journal. This dedication will be addressed at 

length in the next chapter, but it is not the only aspect of the essays that differs from the 

Journal. The opening pages of Considerations frame the issue of slavery much 

differently than the Journal. It is clear from the beginning that Woolman would address 

slavery around ideas of God's judgment, the economic situation that necessitated slavery, 

the concept of love of self and love of others as organized around education, and the 

natural rights of man. 

The first paragraph of Considerations functions very well as a guide to the 

entire essay, so I will quote it in full and analyze it closely before treating other 

substantive themes that appear in the two essays. It reads: 

Customs generally approved and opinions received by youth from 
their superiors become like the natural produce of a soil, especially when 
they are suited to favourite [sic] inclinations. But as the judgments of God 
are without partiality, by which the state of the soul must be tried, it would 

46 The dedication reads "Recommended to the Professors of Christianity of Every 
Denomination" . 
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be the highest wisdom to forego customs and popular opinions, and try the 
treasures of the soul by the infallible standard: Truth.47 
This established a justification that supporters of slavery could use to defend 

slavery as well as explaining why it would most likely continue into the future: it was a 

familiar institution, ingrained into the fabric of the society Additionally, habits are easily 

passed on to youth. Woolman quickly showed that such excuses and explanations were 

not valid when considering the moral nature of slavery. God would judge individuals' 

actions based on his own standard of Truth, not based on whether or not individuals felt 

like they were acting in a justifiable manner. Woolman wanted to convince his readers of 

the seriousness of the situation by invoking the possibility of punishment by God even 

though they felt that they were acting correctly by an age-old standard of conduct. 

Although the idea of divine judgment does not explicitly come up that often in the 

essays 48 his forceful placement at the beginning of the essay indicates that Woolman 

intended that readers always have it in the back of their minds. Woolman also spent a 

great deal of time addressing education and the moral rearing of children, thereby asking 

his readers to not only consider their own judgment but God's judgment of their children. 

A great deal of Woolman's essay is devoted to exploring the concept of 

love and how it should be applied to the situation of slavery. Woolman endeavored to get 

his readers to include all of humanity, including slaves, as objects of their love. He also 

47 PM p. 198. 
48 This is not to say that it never comes up at all. Later in the essay Woolman wrote, "to 
our great Master we stand or fall; to judge or condemn is most suitable to his wisdom and 
authority. My inclination is to persuade and entreat, and simply give hints of my way of 
thinking" (PM p. 207). He clearly believed that God could, and would, judge those 
whom he believed was acting wrongly. Woolman's chief purpose in this passage was to 
be clear that it was always God, not himself, who judges, but he also granted himself 
legitimacy by asserting that his readers could expect a judgment to be made by God and 
that they should therefore pay attention to his thinking and his arguments. 
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portrayed himself as having a conflicted relationship to love directed at one's family, 

especially one's children, which he called self-love. In one manner he appealed to this 

idea of self-love from the outset of the essay by calling the attention of readers to possible 

judgment of their children. Additionally, Woolman noted that the love of relatives can be 

a metaphor for relating to God, and as such it is a good thing. Woolman quoted 

Matthew49 to establish that familial relationships between Jesus and Christians can be 

bestowed by Jesus onto believers. so This Biblical precedent suggested that having a 

category for special closeness was beneficial. However, Woolman was also aware that 

when love was directed at one's family in greater measure than at other individuals 

systems of oppression could be formed and continually justified. Woolman also believed 

that having special love for individuals over and above others was only warranted as long 

as certain moral directives were not compromised. One example of a moral standard that 

was often compromised, especially in family settings, was the directive to not seek after 

frivolous and excessive levels of wealth. Woolman believed that such desires 

contradicted "the true heavenly principle" from which real, substantive, and religiously 

justifiable love was based. It therefore necessarily contradicted the example of family 

and love of family that Jesus provided: those who do not do the will of God cannot be 

considered the brethren of Jesus and are therefore not truly exemplifying proper familial 

relations. 

In these paragraphs Woolman made several very interesting and important claims. 

Firstly he challenged the love that one has for one's family members by offering an 

49 Mt. 12:49-50: II And he stretched forth his hand toward his disciples, and said, Behold 
my mother and my brethren! For whosoever shall do the will of my Father which is in 
heaven, the same is my brother, and sister, and mother." (KJV) 
50 PM pp. 198-199. 
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alternate definition of family based on what Jesus said on the subject. Woolman 

therefore implicitly expanded family to not only be biological in nature but also religious 

in nature; one should love other Christians exactly as one love's one's biological family. 

Additionally, one should endeavor to be a member of that religious family by following 

God's commands (which Woolman would later defme as being opposed to slavery). 

Woolman also made claims about proper modes of economic gain and implicitly 

connected slavery to un-called for (and irreligious) greed. 

Once these foundational assertions were established Woolman addressed himself 

to one ofthe chief tasks of his essay: to simultaneously show that negroes were worthy of 

the love of white Christians and that the harsh treatment that slaves received was morally 

wrong. He did this chiefly by establishing the common humanity of negroes and whites, 

such that his readers would realize that they were treating other humans, whom God had 

also created, in such a horrible way. Both groups of people, Woolman asserted, were 

equally subject to God: 

When we remember that all nations are of one blood (Gen. 3:20); 
that in this world we are but sojourners; that we are subject to the life 
afflictions and infirmities ofthe body, the like disorders and frailties ofthe 
mind, the like temptations, the same death .and the same judgment; and 
that the All-wise Being is judge and Lord over us all, it seems to raise an 
idea of a general brotherhood and a disposition easy to be touched with a 
feeling of each other's afflictions.51 

In such an instance Woolman also opened up a possibility for self-love to be 

good; if someone were to see every human as a brother rather than a neighbor, then the 

desire to protect and love one's relations could extend to all of humanity. But, more 

importantly, Woolman also recognized that while there's a deep, inward unity of humans 

51 PMp.200. 
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that derives from biological and religious sources there are also vastly different "outward 

circumstances" for different groups of people in areas such as skin color, religion, 

education, and privilege. These outward differences were what people focused on, 

therefore white Christians thought of themselves as superior to negroes "with respect to 

our knowledge and improvement in things divine, natural, and artificial. ,,52 

Universal love of all humanity was a religious requirement, Woolman asserted: 

"To consider mankind otherwise than brethren, to think favours [sic] are peculiar to one 

nation and exclude others, plainly supposes a darkness in the understanding. For as 

God's love is universal, so when the mind is sufficiently influenced by it, it begets a 

likeness of itself and the heart is enlarged towards all men.,,53 Woolman went on to 

emphasize a brotherly nature between whites and negroes by asking his readers to 

consider themselves in the place of slaves, describing a situation at length where they 

52 PM p. 200. Woolman thought that whites considered negroes to be the same 
species as them but of a fundamentally lower station which made it acceptable to exploit 
negroes. Woolman believed that whites needed to extend the affinity that they felt for 
negroes beyond mere biology and recognize the fundamental religious affinity they have 
by nature of being created by God. Additionally, even though whites were of a higher 
station in the earth as far as scientific advancement and material wealth there were no 
grounds for using that position as a platform for exploitation and oppression. Woolman 
entertained the idea that God had perhaps ordained the material superiority of the whites, 
but he also asserted "when it is thus that our Heavenly Father endoweth some of his 
children with distinguished gifts, they are intended for good ends" (PM p. 200). 
Additionally, those who are in a privileged position often overvalue their worthiness 
while not acknowledging the good nature of those lower than them. Such was the 
situation when the prophets criticized Israel for her extravagance and ingratitude or when 
original Jewish Christians were skeptical that God could enlighten Peter because he was a 
Gentile (PM p. 20 I). Woolman believed that the Bible held a record of God favoring 
those who were less privileged over the elite and that these precedents should make his 
contemporaries weary of using their own power to justify the subjugation of the negro 
community. 
53PM p. 202 
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would have had their property stolen from them and put to work in difficult situations for 

. 54 many generatIOns. 

Having established that a proper understanding of God's love of humanity should 

engender a love of negroes that would prevent their enslavement Woolman addressed 

several specific arguments justifying slavery or the harsh treatment of slaves. Woolman 

justified the laziness or slothful behavior exhibited by slaves, which were distasteful to 

whites by saying that anyone put into an obviously unjust situation would develop such 

bad habits.55 Woolman also acknowledged that a great deal of effort (including danger) 

and money was invested in the procurement of slaves from Africa and that slave owners 

would want to get a return on their investment, thereby working them extremely hard. 

However, Woolman declared that all of these considerations were groundless when the 

horrible, inhumane, and religiously problematic nature of slavery is considered. There 

was simply no excuse not to treat slaves and negroes as beloved strangers as the Bible 

commands. 56 

Woolman also argued that there was an innate natural order to the world, 

including freedom and a simple lifestyle, that should be preserved in all of one's actions: 

54 As I will address below, making this sort of comparison required Woolman to convince 
his readers that negroes and whites were humans of a similar category. He would have to 
convince them that there was no naturally or divinely dictated system whereby negroes 
were naturally deemed fit for slavery whereas whites were deemed unfit for slavery. 
55 PMp.202. 
56 Woolman quotes Lev. 19:33-34 regarding the proper treatment of strangers: "And if a 
stranger sojourn with thee in your land, ye shall not vex him. But the stranger that 
dwelleth with you shall be unto you as one born among you, and thou shalt love him as 
thyself; for ye were strangers in the land of Egypt: I am the LORD your God" (KJV). 
Woolman also identified this as a version of the Golden Rule that appeared in the Bible. 
The Golden Rule was central to his thinking about slavery, especially in the essays, 
because he was constantly challenging his readers to consider themselves in the place of 
slaves. 
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"If I purchase a man who hath never forfeited his liberty, the natural right of freedom is 

in him ..... [And] a supply to nature's lawful wants, joined with a peaceful, humble 

mind, is the truest happiness in this life. ,,57 If one were to abide by God's commands, 

correctly experience and act out God's love, and maintain the natural order of the world, 

then one could not in any way engage with slavery. 

Once Woolman had dealt with the moral, religious, and natural problems with the 

system of slavery he turned his attention to matters of education and inheritance. A 

common desire to keep slavery, Woolman asserted, was to leave a large monetary 

inheritance for one's children. However, because money was much less important than 

moral authority for Woolman (and he thought it should be the same way for others) it 

would be much more beneficial to leave children a good set of moral standards as their 

inheritance rather than material wealth. Additionally, raising children in a household 

with slaves could often lead to demonstrable negative effects, such as an excessive level 

of laziness that often develops when one has others to do all of their tasks for them. 58 

This is an especially interesting argument given that several paragraphs earlier Woolman 

addressed white concerns that negroes were chronically lazy. Laziness would therefore 

universally be recognized as a bad quality. White children were therefore associated with 

negative stereotypes of slavery (as opposed to Woolman's other stated aim to equate 

whites and negroes as similar in positive respects). 

Beyond being socially looked down upon, chronic laziness was seen by Woolman 

as contrary to the proper natural order of humanity in the world. "Man is born to labour, 

57 PMp.204. 
58 PM p. 205. 
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and experience abundantly showeth that it is for our own good,"S9 Woolman wrote. 

Woolman believed that children should be taught both morally and practically by 

example. He also believed that moderate amounts of physical labor, combined with 

reasonable amounts of intellectual and religious education were needed in order for a 

child to grow up to be a thoughtful, moral, and skilled individual. That way the future 

generation would be capable of living a reasonably comfortable life consistent with the 

needs of others and the demands of nature as Woolman saw it. Desires for frivolous 

luxuries would be stemmed, which might be difficult for some affluent individuals to live 

with but is what Woolman clearly believed was demanded by God. And in addition to 

producing successful and likable adults such a concern for education would remove the 

societal and economic conditions that supported and necessitated the blight of slavery. 

One of Woolman's closing sentences reads: 

If we, by the operation of the Spirit of Christ, become heirs with 
him in the kingdom of his Father, and are redeemed from the alluring 
counterfeit joys of this world, and the joy of Christ remain in us; to suppose 
that one remaining in this happy condition can, for the sake of earthly 
riches, not only deprive his fellow creatures of the sweetness of freedom 
(which, rightly used, is one of the greatest temporal blessings), but 
therewith neglect using proper means for their acquaintance with the Holy 
Scriptures and the advantage of true religion seems, at least, a contradiction 
to reasou. 

60 '. 

This clearly shows that, although these concerns with nature, God, education, and 

luxury may seem rather disparate, they were intimately interconnected ideas for 

Woolman that worked in concert to inform his personal views and written discourse on 

slavery. For Woolman the true family was not one's· immediate relatives; a religious 

family centered around Jesus and God which one was adopted into was of chief 

S9 PMp. 206 
60 PMp. 208. 
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importance. One's love should properly be directed towards and influenced by that 

family, and thereby extend to the rest of humanity. Education was incredibly important, 

especially in religious matters, and Woolman admonished masters to see to this need of 

their slaves. Most striking in this passage is how Woolman treated the physical, natural 

world. He was at once embracing a state of freedom in the world as something that 

should be achieved during one's lifetime on earth while rejecting the pleasures and 

standards of "the world" as being morally corrupt. Woolman looked back to the example 

of Jesus for his idea of social justice: "If we consider the life of our blessed Saviour while 

on earth ... we shall find that one uniform desire for eternal and temporal good of 

mankind discovered itself in all his action.,,61 

Woolman believed that one had to maintain a minimum acceptable level of 

comfort and freedom for the "temporal" life. God required humans to provide for others 

materially, but at the same time he recognized that material aspirations of many of those 

in power, especially the white slave owners that he was addressing in the essay, were 

influenced by societal and economic expectations of the world at large that had been 

grossly distorted from divine mandate. In the same sentence Woolman criticized and 

embraced life in the world, but he was subtle in his characterizations such that he was 

really talking about two entirely different lives; one that was lived in the world but 

devoted to God and another that was hopelessly trapped in the world. The latter only was 

concerned with leaving a material inheritance and was not cognizant of the very real 

possibility of judgment by God. The former recognized the physical world as the locus 

where one could follow God's commandments and enjoy temporal blessings (freedom 

61 PMp.208. 
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being foremost among them) while never forgetting that God, not the ways of the world 

separated from God, was the chief focus that one's actions must revolve around. When 

such considerations are taken seriously Woolman believed that individuals would be 

compelled to spare themselves God's judgment and provide a proper moral education for 

their children by refusing to participate within the system of slavery. 

The Need/or Another Testimony: Some Considerations on the 
Keeping o/Negroes, Part Second 

Woolman's second essay on slavery covered much of the same ground that 

his first one did. He continued to identify slavery as a prevailing institution of a sinful 

world that was so difficult to confront precisely because it was so deeply rooted in 

contemporary economics and society. The fact that it is so socially acceptable made it 

incredibly difficult to argue against and chip away at, unlike a known vice (such as 

drunkenness) that was universally condemned and therefore easily combated from a 

rhetorical standpoint.62 Yet, at the same time that Woolman recognized that society, as a 

whole, was not ready to recognize the evil nature of slavery, he was capable of 

condemning slavery outright. In his previous essay he showed how the effects of slavery 

were contrary to God's will step by step. In the opening paragraphs of this essay he 

wrote, without any manner of introduction, "while we have no right to keep men as 

servants for term of life but that of superior power, to do this with design by their labour 

62 PMp.212. 
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to profit ourselves and our families I believe is wrong. ,,63 He continued to use extremely 

religiously based arguments about the morality of the situation, but he also used the 

language of rights, writing that liberty was "the natural right of human creatures.,,64 The 

theme of education was also important in this second essay. Woolman reafflrmed that 

parents could corrupt their children by showing them a bad example by their oppressive 

treatment of slaves. 65 

The bulk of this essay was devoted to the specifics of the Golden Rule 

argument. Woolman had soundly grounded the Golden Rule within God's expectations 

of humans. He therefore didn't spend much time talking abstractly about God's 

relationship to humans as he did in Considerations Part One; specific references to God 

were mostly reserved for commentary on the Biblical record of slavery. Woolman spent 

a great deal of time talking about the specific hardships that slaves often endured, both 

from his own observations and the published accounts of others, to make the comparison 

between whites and slaves immediate, stark, and visceral. When asking a white slave 

owner to imagine himself not just in the abstract position of a slave, but to experience 

being separated from their famill6 or being "dress[ed] in uncomely garments, kept to 

service labour in which they are often dirty.,,67 

In this essay Woolman also called upon individuals to use their intellectual 

reason in order to judge the situation around them, as well as being truly open to God's 

directing will. Woolman was describing slavery in relatively stark and graphic terms and 

63 PMp. 211 . 
64 PMp. 213. 
65 PMp.213. 
66 PMp.224. 
67 PM p. 221. 
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asking his readers to have a visceral sense of disgust and aversion attached to it. 

However, he also knew that such a reaction had to be actively cultivated because it was 

incredibly ingrained culturally to view slavery as something acceptable for negroes but 

unthinkable for whites. Self-love was again labeled the culprit, but in this essay 

Woolman recognized that the prevalence of self-love was "our condition by nature.,,68 

He therefore appealed again in this instance to the natural order, but he also showed that 

sometimes nature is flawed and that his readers need to use their (also naturally given) 

intellect in order to see such flaws and to adjust their behavior and thinking accordingly. 

Woolman clearly believed that people were capable of seeing negroes as the equals of 

whites and therefore the evil nature of slavery and he believed that those who did not 

think that way would be viewed negatively by God. But Woolman also recognized that 

this was not a view intuitively obvious to much of his readership, so he tried to 

intellectually-both by appealing to abstract ideas of equality and specific religious 

commandment--convince them of something which for him required no convincing. 

Woolman thought that ultimately convincement would need to be achieved by 

God and not by him. This belief was implicit in his essays, but the centrality of God in 

making individuals question and oppose slavery is not made as explicitly in the essays as 

it is in Woolman's Journal. But reading the entirety of Woolman's essays can only lead a 

reader to that conclusion. Woolman was careful to state, as was noted above, that it was 

God who would do the judging, not himself. He also repeatedly wrote that he was only 

68 PM p. 226. 
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gently prodding his readers in one way or another, offering "hints" of his own thinking.69 

One must then read these comments in light of the tone that Woolman took in 

Considerations Part Second where he tried to forward his argument intellectually while 

acknowledging that ingrained expectations would make it almost impossible for anyone 

to actually appreciate and consider his arguments. The composition of these essays was 

therefore an act of religious witness. Its purpose was to testify to the wrongness of the 

situation from religious, moral, and natural standpoints and call for radical reevaluation 

and change while not necessarily expecting the massive amounts of change necessary to 

happen solely because of the essay. It was meant to prod, to force people to step back 

and think, and to provide an opening for being open to God's directive to give up slavery. 

Woolman certainly thought that belief in the propositions he asserted in the essay were 

enough to question the practice of slavery, but he was unsure whether most of his readers 

would buy into his propositions. In that eventuality something very basic would have to 

change about the individual: he would either have to be pressured greatly by a society 

with changing moral conceptions of slavery or he would have to be open to God 

convincing him of the truth of Woolman's propositions and thereby the wrongness of 

slavery. 

The centrality of God to Woolman's consideration of slavery in the essays is made 

very explicit when Woolman addressed one of the Biblical arguments for slavery, namely 

that at various points in the Old Testament God explicitly approved of, and even required, 

the enslavement of a certain population. One story is from the book of Joshua where 

69 For another example ofthis, see his first essay, in PM p. 199: "What I write on this 
subject is with reluctance, and the hints given are in as general terms as my concern 
would allow." 
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some foreigners come and live in Israel. God had previously commanded that no 

foreigners be allowed to live in Israel, and he had specifically demanded the slaughter of 

the community that came and made a pact with Joshua. When the people ofIsrael found 

out about the situation they desired to carry out God's will, but they were unable to do so 

because they had made an oath in God's name not to harm the foreigners. The Israelites 

therefore enslaved them, this being the greatest punishment that they could give to the 

foreigners short of violating their oath to God.7o 

Woolman also wrestled with Lev. 25:46 where God allowed Israel to buy 

foreigners and sojourners as slaves. Woolman agreed that Moses was correct in giving 

the law truly to humans and that we cannot question the truth of this law. However, 

Woolman was also clear that this law applied to sojourners and foreigners among the 

Jews, not to individuals who lived away from the Jews. Strictly following this law one 

could not go to a far away land and forcibly capture individuals as was happening in 

Africa. Additionally, the clause of inheritance was "And they shall be your possession; 

and joy shall take them as an inheritance for your children after you, to inherit them as a 

possession, they shall be your bondmen forever." 71 Woolman asserted that this law could 

only possibly apply to the slaves that were purchased, not the offspring of the slaves. 

Woolman noted that if something was suppose to apply forever the law was explicitly 

formulated to say that, such as with the standard biblical formulation "It shall be a statue 

70 This account is found on PM p. 215. Relevant Bible passages that Woolman quoted 
include Deut 7:12 and 20:16 where God commands Israel to kill this population, Ex. 
23:32 where God requires Israel to make no covenant with the inhabitants ofthe 
promised land, and Josh. 9:7-21, the story of the agreement and subsequent enslavement 
of the Gibeonites. 
71 Quoted on PM p. 216. 
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forever through your generations."n Even though it is clear that the Jews kept slaves 

from one generation to another Woolman thought "that this was agreeable to the genuine 

design of their inspired Lawgiver is far from being a clear case." 73 

There are several important strains to take note of in Woolman's extended 

engagement with specific Old Testament passages regarding slavery. First is the fact that 

he believed the law and the Old Testament to be broadly applicable to Christians in his 

time, otherwise he wouldn't have engaged it in detail at all. In his engagement he was 

also clear that the original context was important and that the passages had to be read 

very strictly in order to get the correct interpretation. Merely an instance of approved 

slavery was not enough to defend slavery as it existed in Woolman's time. As a case in 

point Woolman cited Gen 18:19 which implied that Abraham, and by extension, his 

descendents, were kind masters to their slaves.74 Therefore the conditions that the slaves 

were kept in during the time of the Old Testament was vastly different than what existed 

in Woolman's time, and was therefore not comparable. Woolman consistently viewed the 

conditions that slaves live under to be of chief importance. At various times he said that 

if a master was acting out of perfect goodness and treated his slaves very well while 

providing for their religious and intellectual education then the master would be behaving 

in an acceptable manner. Although Woolman did not explicitly say that Abraham was 

treating his slaves in a manner acceptable to Woolman he certainly implied that the 

system of slavery that existed during the Old Testament was more humane and morally 

superior to the system Woolman was responding to. 

n For example, see Lev. 3: 17. 
73 PM p. 218. C.f. PM pp. 216-218 for Woolman's complete discussion ofthis situation. 
74 PMp.217. 
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Woolman also was clear that the systems of slavery that were documented in the 

Old Testament were grounded on God's commands and God did not grant similar support 

for the slavery that Woolman saw. Just because the system was grounded on God's 

approval didn't mean that God approved of slavery as it was currently practiced. Firstly, 

Woolman clearly stated that he didn't believe that the text allowed for slavery to extend 

from one generation to the next. But the differences exist in a much more subtle manner. 

Woolman talked about the situation documented in Joshua, which involved Jews 

swearing oaths by the name of God. Woolman also stated that "The wickedness of these 

people [the foreigners who were enslaved] was great, and they worthy to die, or perfect 

justice had not passed sentence of death upon them." 75 Both of these situations would be 

, ones that Woolman wouldn't be able to accept in his time. 

Quakers had a long testimony against the swearing of oaths based on the 

command given by Jesus in the New Testament.76 Additionally, the Quaker Peace 

Testimony would have made it difficult for Woolman to justify killing those who were 

subsequently enslaved. Woolman therefore placed the Biblical accounts of slavery in the 

Biblical context that existed at the time including the expectations that God had. 

Woolman clearly believed that Old Testament directives were superceded by those in the 

New Testament that directly contradicted them, and the fact that the examples that he 

cited in the Old Testament had so many things that God later decided to dispense with-

such as oaths-illustrated clearly that Old Testament examples can't be used without any 

thought in a contemporary context. Although Woolman did not discuss the question of 

oaths explicitly in the essay, this is a clear example that Woolman could use, at least to a 

75 PMp.216. 
76 Matt. 5:33-37 
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Quaker audience, to prove that Old Testament situations could be superceded by later 

directives given by God. Woolman clearly believed this because he believed that God 

was firmly opposed to slavery as it was practiced in Woolman's time and individuals 

couldn't look back to the account in Joshua to show that God in fact approved of slavery. 

This was the case because the situation that existed in the 18th century was vastly 

different from the one that existed in Joshua and because God's standards of conduct had 

changed. 

It is incredibly important to note, however, that Woolman didn't oppose slavery in 

all instances. His main reason to oppose slavery was that he believed that God didn't 

approve of it. However, when slavery is presented in a context that God clearly approved 

of Woolman wouldn't challenge the institution. Although Woolman believed that slaves 

were treated better in ancient times than they were in his time he offered no concrete 

proof of this assertion, but he was still willing to accept slavery. This does not make all 

of his arguments about morality and the importance of humane treatment obsolete, 

because Woolman believed that God thought such considerations were important. 

However, if Woolman at some point in time believed that God had changed his mind 

about such standards his beliefs about slavery would also change. 
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Chapter 3 
Comparing the Journal and the Essays: 
Questions of Audiences and Underlying 
Conceptions of Slavery that Informed 

Woolman's Arguments 

Introduction 

This final chapter will attempt to compare the arguments against slavery, and the 

underlying assumptions that those arguments made about slavery and blacks in general, 

found in the Journal and in Woolman's two essays devoted solely to slavery. In it I will 

argue that although Woolman never completely dispensed with his own Quaker identity 

his Journal was a much more self-consciously Quaker document. The essays were put 

through a standard Quaker editorial process, yet I believe they were not solely directed at 

Quakers. Woolman's arguments about slavery are strikingly different in his Journal and 

the essays. They also show that Woolman believed that different audiences conceived of 

slavery in many different ways, and therefore different arguments should be used to 

convince different audiences of the wrongness of slavery even though his own personal 

reasons for opposing slavery remained constant. Woolman's various arguments also 

assumed certain preconceptions either pertaining to the sphere of religion in general, or 

about the specific status of negroes. Looking at his arguments in a critical and 

comparative manner is extremely useful because it shows how issues of religion, 

morality, and society interplayed in the question of slavery during Woolman's time. It 
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also shows how Woolman, a prominent Quaker, observed these various interactions and 

what he thought would be the most productive way to accomplish his aim. 

I will begin this chapter with a comparison of the Journal and the essay as literary 

genres in the Quaker context before embarking on a direct comparison of Woolman's 

essays and Journal. I will then attempt to prove that Woolman was indeed writing with a 

larger audience than merely Quakers in mind when he composed the essays. I will then 

analyze some of the implications of this difference in arguments dictated by his different 

audiences. This is illuminating because it provides a unique window into how various 

religious groups (as a Quaker-Woolman-percieved them) related to social and moral 

questions in the world and what model these groups took towards interacting with the 

world in general. Although my first claim is fairly narrow and grounded the latter 

interpretation is necessarily broad. Many of these implications are incredibly fascinating 

but also extremely preliminary in nature. They therefore offer a roadmap for further 

research that is needed into the area of slavery in 18th century American religious life and 

how Quakers perceived this interaction. 

The Essay and the J oumal in Quaker Literature 

In the founding period of Quakerism essays and tracts were frequently published 

by Quakers in England to defend their faith from hostile critics. In this way written 

documents became central to the public presentation of Quakerism. Cognizant of how 

important these public presentations were to the public perception of Quakerism 

committees were quickly set up in order to regulate the publication of tracts and books by 
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Quakers. A Quaker would often have to get approval from the committee in order to be 

permitted to publish anything, especially if the work directly pertained to Quakerism. 

The Overseers of the Press weren't concerned so much with protecting a good public 

opinion of Quakers because in many localities, especially England, the general 

population was either skeptical or openly hostile to the claims of Quakers. Quakers were 

perfectly willing to publish strident or inflammatory texts that often grinded against 

public sensibilities. However, they were also utterly convinced of the truth of their own 

beliefs and the folly oftheir critics, so there was both a desire that what was publicly 

attributed to Quakers was fundamentally correct as the Quaker community saw it and that 

Quakers presented a relatively unified position on many issues. The censure of Friends 

such as Benjamin Lay and Ralph Sandiford was mainly because their publications and 

actions illustrated publicly differences within the Society, but also because they had taken 

a firm stance on slavery when the Quaker community as a whole had made clear that it 

wasn't willing to do so yet. 

After the often turbulent first generation of Quakerism Friends began to settle 

down in their various social and political situations. Open conflict with other religious 

communities became rarer. Writing continued to be incredibly important to the Quakers, 

although their compositions tended to be focused more interiorly towards the Quaker 

community itself rather than the outside world. The most well-known genre of Quaker 

writing to be developed and systematized during the ensuing years was the Quaker 

journal. It was a spiritual autobiography that differed markedly from other 

autobiographies being written in colonial America at the time. The most obvious 

difference is that the author intended it for publication. At the time many journals 
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written, even those subsequently published, were conceived of more as personal 

documents. The Quaker journal, on the other hand, was always indented for public 

consumption with publication undertaken late in the author's life or shortly after his (or 

her; the Quaker community published many journals of women, which was unusual for 

the times) death. 

The reason that journals were intended for publication is because they were 

written expressly for the spiritual education of other Friends. Quakers who were 

prominent ministers were usually the ones to compose journals, and in them they would 

record their travels and their education in religious matters directed by God, so that other 

Quakers could benefit from their spiritually advanced state. Because Quakers often 

conceived of spiritual development as being radically interior, that is, a personal 

connection between the individual and God not mediated by other individuals such as a 

priest) the journals developed a language and writing style that was suitably interior and 

introspective. This was also an innovation for American literature. Most other 

autobiographies were focused on telling the individual take through his interactions with 

those around him and his perception of the world. Quaker journals focused mostly on the 

individual and his or her own thoughts and experiences. Woolman's journal, and Quaker 

journals in general, show a remarkably advanced understanding ofthe psyche.77 

Although other characters and events obviously enter the narrative at points these 

descriptions are much more circumspect than might be expected. Such interactions are 

also portrayed (especially in Woolman's case) strictly from the point of view of the 

author. When reading Woolman's journal we don't often get a sense of what other people 

77 Wright, Luella M. The Literary Life of the Early Friends 1650-1725. New York: 
AMS Press, 1966, p. 159. 
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thought of him, instead we get a clear sense of what Woolman thought of himself, what 

he thought God commanded him to do, what he learned about himself and his personal 

mission in life through interactions with others, and what he expected of others. 

Although Quakers were theoretically open to new leadings from God (and, 

through Woolman's ministry, accepted a new revelation concerning slavery) Quakers also 

expected for the development of spiritually advanced individuals to all proceed in the 

same manner. Therefore, Journals very quickly developed a formulaic structure, 

especially for its opening sections. Individuals were expected to report that they had at 

some time felt a leading of God to leave behind their journal as a record of their spiritual 

education. They were also expected to relate early troubles with leading a spiritually 

fulfilling life and the difficulty, but ultimate victory, in overcoming these struggles. 

Earlier Journals often contained accounts of hostile encounters that they endured with 

non-Quakers and how they overcame them, although Quakers in Wooman's time were 

less socially isolated and rarely faced overt hostility. Woolman does recount several 

debates that he had concerning moral behavior with non-Quakers, especially early in his 

life.78 

To illustrate how standard the writing of Quaker journals became consider the 

opening passage of Woolman's journal. He wrote, "I have often felt a motion oflove to 

leave some hints of writing of my experience of the goodness of God, and now, in the 

thirty-sixth year of my age, I begin this work.,,79 Compare this to the openings of 

another, less well known, but nonetheless respected Quaker journal. Alice Hays began 

78 See PM p. 32 where Woolman confronts the frequenters of public houses concerning 
their excessive drinking and engagement with frivolities, such as magicians. 
79 PMp. 23. 
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her journal with "It hath been in my heart for many years to leave behind me a brief 

relation concerning the way and manner of the Lord's dealing with me from my youth up 

to this day.,,80 Many other similar examples could be made, but this is sufficient to show 

that Woolman was writing for an audience that had certain rather strict expectations, 

down to the language used, of what he would produce. That Woolman could record a 

radical transformation within Quakerism (the evolution of his concern about slavery, the 

effects of which would be known to his contemporary Quaker audience) in such a 

conservative and proscribed form illustrates the power of Woolman's persuasion as well 

as his utter fidelity to Quaker principles, which he had even when he was acting 

differently than almost all other Friends. 

The last thing that should be pointed out with regards to the opening sentence of 

Woolman's journal is that it provides the lens through which it should be read. Woolman 

has set out attempt to illustrate and explain "the goodness of God." As has been 

explained earlier this is quintessentially a religious document with Woolman and God as 

the chief subjects of exploration. Woolman talked about interactions that he had with 

other Friends concerning slavery, but often he doesn't give details about those exchanges. 

He's focused on how God has called him to engage in this ministry and the effects that he 

and God wrought in other Friends. Although one can use the Journal to attempt to 

reconstruct Woolman's interactions with other Quakers over the issue of slavery and 

specifically how he convinced them to give up slaves, such a task is more difficult than it 

seems.81 Instead I have looked at the Journal from the perspective of its originally 

80 Quoted in Wright, p. 166. 
81 Michael Heller, in his PhD thesis "Soft Persuasion: The Rhetoric of John Wooman" 
attempts to do that. He focuses on a close analysis of the linguistic construction ofthe 
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intended instructive nature. Through reading the Journal we get a sense of how 

Woolman personally as a Quaker thought of slavery and why it is bad from a religious 

standpoint. Although it is not clear whether he articulated his concerns in this precise 

manner to his contemporaries it is clear that he meant to leave to posterity a piece of 

religiously inclined writing demonstrating how he approached slavery religiously. 

Woolman died in 1772 when slavery was still practiced throughout much of what would 

soon become the United States and the British slave trade was still active. Quakers were 

still going to have to deal with slavery one way or another for quite some time, whether 

or not they personally owned slaves. Woolman was aware ofthis and his journal 

provides a way for Quakers to engage with the issue from a deep religious standpoint. It 

is therefore appropriate to look at Woolman's journal as a document constructed in such a 

way as to convince Quakers that slavery was evil from a moral and religious perspective. 

Journal to reconstruct how Woolman might have spoken to other Quakers. He has shown 
very convincingly that Woolman's judicious use of the passive voice, along with other 
linguistic markers, ensured that Woolman always appeared to be passively responding to 
God's will and that other individuals should therefore do the same. Heller's thesis is 
excellent, but does not comment as much on what Woolman actually thought about 
slavery, but rather assumes that slavery is bad and explores how Woolman probably went 
about convincing other Quakers of this fact. 
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Who was Woolman Writing for?: Comparing the Journal and the 
Essays 

Documentary Evidence 

The main basis for my assertion that Woolman wrote his two essays on slavery 

with a large, non-Quaker audience in mind rests on the dedication of the two essays, 

which reads "Recommended to the Professors of Christianity of Every Denomination". 

In Moulton's edition of Woolman's writings this dedication appears in italic under the title 

of the essay. In the first editions of the two essays, published in 1754 and 1762 the 

dedication appears on the title page of the essay. On the face of it this dedication appears 

to indicate that Woolman, and his Quaker publishers, envisioned a large Christian 

audience. However, independent documentary evidence of what precisely was meant by 

this is completely lacking. 

The minutes of the Overseers of the Press for this period are not extant, so it is not 

known what the Quaker editing committee made of the dedication, or whether it was 

discussed at all. The original manuscript copy of the essays have been lost. The standard 

edition ofthe essay, found in Moulton's volume, is based on the first published editions 

of the essays.82 It is therefore unknown whether or not Woolman included this dedication 

in his original manuscript. James Chattin, a Philadelphia printer and bookseller, who was 

an apprentice to Benjamin Franklin and a founding member ofthe Free Library of 

Philadelphia, printed the first edition of Some Considerations on the Keeping of Negroes. 

82 PMp.196. 
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The Free Library archives are housed at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, but the 

only records of Chattin's there do not concern the essay. I have not been able to find any 

correspondence of Chattin's concerning the essay which might have contained mention of 

the layout of the title page, what he interpreted the dedication as meaning, or plans for the 

distribution of the essay. The minutes of the Publications committees and the Overseers 

of the Press would often contain such information, but as stated earlier these have been 

lost for the period. When Drake mentioned the importance of the pamphlet and wide 

distribution he was only concerned with its effects in Quaker circles. He wrote that, "The 

Overseers distributed the tract to every Yearly Meeting in America, and sent copies to 

England.,,83 Drake is primarily concerned with charting its influence within Quaker 

circles and his brief discussion moves on to how the pamphlet paved the way for other 

Quaker anti-slavery writers and for changes in Quaker disciplines regarding slavery. He 

does not mention the existence (or the firm lack of the existence) of a distribution 

network not connected with Quakerism.84 

More information is available for the preparation and funding of the second essay. 

Moulton quoted correspondence between Woolman and Israel Pemberton concerning the 

83 ak Dr e, p. 56. 
84 Drake also notes that the dedication existed when he gave the entire title of the 
pamphlet as "Some Considerations on the Keeping of Negroes: Recommended to the 
Professors of Christianity of every Denomination". He however gives no analysis to 
what this could mean in practice or in theory. Most scholars who do mention this do so 
perfunctorily without any analysis to the implication ofthe statement. Trueblood, in his 
widely read book The People Called Quakers makes note ofthe dedication but goes no 
further. (Trueblood, D. Elton. The People Called Quakers. New York: Harper and Row, 
1966, p. 157.) In general scholars address Woolman's Journal more often than his 
essays, especially when slavery is concerned. When the essays are addressed there is not 
much thought given to possible differences between them and the Journal; they are 
analyzed side by side. Sometimes there is not even mention that a specific citation comes 
from an essay rather than the Journal (such as in Birkel's article on Woolman's use of 
Scripture cited below). 
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content of the essay.85 The entire letter does not contain any information regarding the 

presence of, or meaning of, the dedication. 86 What information I could find concerning 

the distribution of the second essay were only records that pertained to Quakers. 

Woolman recorded in his Journal that, "advertisements being signed by order of the 

Overseers of the press, directed to be read in Monthly Meetings of business within our 

Yearly Meeting, informing where the books were and that the price was no more than the 

cost of printing and binding them, many were taken off in our parts. ,,87 I was able to find 

one letter concerning the essay, written by John Hugh to James Pemberton reporting that 

Fairfax Meeting in Virginia wished to buy six dozen ofthe pamphlets. 88 Virginia was 

one of the places that Woolman mentioned in his Journal that the essay was sent away to. 

None of the correspondence that Woolman wrote that I could find at the Friends 

Historical Library of Swarthmore College and the Historical Society of Pennsylvania 

concerned the publication of, or the specific content of the essays. There is no central 

depository of Woolman's papers, and I have not tracked down every piece of 

correspondence that he or his associates wrote. However, in the manuscript collections 

that I have examined I have been able to discover no documentary evidence one way or 

the other on this question. 

The fact that all the evidence I could find about the distribution of the pamphlets 

involves distribution only to Quakers is not particularly surprising, or significant. As I 

have said before, Woolman was incredibly concerned about going through proper Quaker 

85 PM p. 195. 
86 The entire letter can be found at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Pemberton 
Papers, XV, p.ll1. 
87 p Mp.118. 
88 Pemberton Papers, XV, p. 153, Historical Society of Pennsylvania. 
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channels to get his views disseminated among Quakers. Both of the essays went through 

review by the Overseers of the Press and it is clear that Quakerism was so important to 

Woolman personally that he was chiefly concerned with getting his views on slavery to a 

wide Quaker audience. The rest of his ministry on slavery-the very extensive travels 

that he made to slave owners around the colonies-was undertaken in Quaker fashion: 

Woolman always received a certificate from his meeting to go on a ministry trip and he 

visited almost exclusively Quakers. The evidence that I have found does not 

conclusively prove that Woolman did not have a broader, non-Quaker audience in mind 

when he wrote these essays. Additionally, the (admittedly very scant) evidence I have 

found regarding the distribution ofthe essays only concerned the second essay. It would 

be much more interesting, and conclusive, to find evidence about Woolman's intentions 

with the first essay since it was the first essay to bear the dedication. 

Convincing documentary evidence is lacking for either interpretation. We do 

know that the essays chiefly had an effect on Quaker communities. Moulton notes in his 

introduction how the two essays, combined with Woolman's extensive ministerial 

journeys, were probably decisive in changing Philadelphia Yearly Meeting discipline 

regarding slavery. Manumissions became the norm in the Quaker community as a result 

of Woolman's labor in this area. The pamphlet was also incredibly important in Quaker 

circles where Woolman wasn't able to travel. London Yearly Meeting condemned the 

slave trade in 1758, and Woolman's essay likely played an incredibly important role in 

that decision.89 There is not nearly as much evidence ofthe Woolman's writings, the 

essays or the Journal, having an important or decisive role outside of the Quaker 

89 PM p. 13, c.f. Drake, p. 60. 
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community. It is true that the most often quoted praise of the Journal, that it was "the 

only American book I ever read twice was the Journal of John Woolman" was written by 

a non-Quaker, the English essayist Charles Lamb. However, Lamb had some close 

friends who were Quakers who had introduced him to Meeting and pamphlets about 

Quakerism before he read the Journal.90 Lamb can hardly be expected to have found 

Woolman's writings on his own. 

Comparing the Arguments 

Any, discussion about Woolman's intended audience of the essays as compared to 

the Journal must be made on the basis of the literary style or arguments found in the two 

documents since there is no conclusive evidence one way or the other. The dedication 

must make us pause and think about what Woolman's intentions were, and with those 

questions in mind interesting and important differences can be found between the 

documents. This is not a difference that has attracted attention from scholars before. All 

of the scholarly works on Woolman that I have read are focused mostly on interpretation 

of his Journal. When the two essays come up it is usually in a supporting role to the 

Journal and there is no discussion of any possible differences in arguments or intention 

between the two. 

90Swaab, Peter, 'Lamb, Charles (1775-1834)', Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 
Oxford University Press, 2004 [http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/articleI15912. accessed 
26 April 2008] 
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Use of the Bible 

Woolman's use of the Bible in the essays is much different than the Journal. In 

the Journal Woolman mostly used the Bible to explain his state of mind or to illustrate 

more existential, philosophical truths. This was in keeping with a standard Quaker view 

of the use of the Bible. Birkel writes that "Friends knew how to use the Bible to prove 

their points in disagreements, as John Woolman does expressing his opposition to slavery 

(PM 63, 213-221 [the former is from the Journal, the latter from the essays]), payment of 

war taxes (PM 90), and sleight-of hand tricks.,,91 However, Birkel asserts, Friends 

mostly viewed the act of reading the Bible as bring open to "fmd[ing] one's own inner 

life reflected in the lives of spiritual forebears[,] ... growing self-knowledge[,] ... [and] 

encounter[ing] ... the spirit.,,92 This belief was based on the standard Quaker theological 

work, Barclay's Apology, and when taken seriously the Bible because an object of 

reflection and reverence, not merely a document to be analyzed and quoted in support of 

. I . f 93 partlCU ar pomts 0 an argument. 

Woolman often approached the Bible in this manner. He frequently quoted the 

Bible without identifying the quotation and used it merely to illustrate a psychological 

situation. Often times the meaning of the passage was assumed to be obvious without 

any interpretation being needed. Three examples from the Journal will suffice to 

illustrate the various ways that Woolman used the Bible. 

91 Birkel, Michael "Preparing the Heart for Sympathy: John Woolman Reading Scripture" 
in Heller, Mike (ed.) The Tendering Presence: ssays on John Woolman. Wallingford, 
PA: Pendle Hill Publications, 2003, p. 89. 
92 Ibid. , p. 90. 
93 lbid., pp. 89-90. 
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The fIrst Bible quote in the Journal is found in the fIrst paragraph. Woolman 

recalled being a young boy sitting by himself reading the Bible while other youth were 

beside the way playing. Woolman Quoted from the passage he was reading, Rev. 22:1: 

"He showed me a river of water, clear as crystal, proceeding out of the throne of God and 

the Lamb, etc." The interpretation that Woolman provided is "And in reading it my mind 

was drawn to seek after that pure habitation which I then believed God had prepared for 

his servants.94 This incident established the precedent for Woolman using the Bible to 

describe his own personal connection with God. The Bible spoke to his desire to be 

close to God and to follow God's will and provided a framework whereby he could 

become more open to God's will such that he could follow it. This passage is not about 

following specific directives; it is about a framework for devotion and provides a 

personal connection to God. 

Slaughter states that Woolman found his inspiration for his mode of social action 

from the Old Testament prophets. "Like the prophets, Woolman warned rather than 

foretold, offered a message of hope, advocated peace, and held himself to an 

uncompromising standard that few ever achieve .... Like the prophets before him, 

Woolman's authority was the message itself.,,95 Woolman also identified with the 

prophets in that he used their words to describe his own emotional state. In 1760 

Woolman was at the Yearly Meeting at Newport. In his Journal he reported that many of 

94 PMp. 23. 
95 Slaughter, p. 15. C.f. Slaughter, p. 6, Altman, p. 167, and Couser, G. Thomas. 
American Autobiography: The Prophetic Mode. Amherst: University of Massachusetts 
Press, 1979, pp. 29-30. Couser wrote that Quaker autobiographies in general prophetic in 
nature and that "the notion of the self as the passive vehicle of divine truth-of a 
revelation that supplemented Scripture-made each Quaker a potential prophet in the 
original, Old Testament sense." 
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the Friends there were engaged in the slave trade, but that he wanted Friends to approach 

the Legislature to try and get the trade illegal. He was also meeting with many traveling 

Friends from England. These two concerns came together and he reported, "At this time 

I had a feeling of the condition of Habakkuk as thus expressed: "When I heard, my belly 

trembled, my lips quivered, my appetite failed, and I grew outwardly weak. I trembled in 

myself that I might rest in the day oftrouble.,,96 Woolman immediately provided the 

only direct commentary on the passage that he would write: "I had many cogitations and 

was sorely distressed.,,97 Woolman thought that his plight was similar to that of the Old 

Testament prophet. He was gravely overwhelmed by his work that God was requiring 

him to do and he felt comfort that there was a precedent for individuals feeling as he did 

because of their divinely inspired work. Woolman was commenting on his outward 

work: meeting with Quaker traveling ministers and engaging Friends on the question of 

slavery. However, this passage did not directly address his outward work, it instead 

offered an explanation of his interior thoughts and provided him a framework to relate to 

God and express his great trepidation while engaging his worldly work. 

Woolman also used the prophets to describe his thoughts on his own life. 

Woolman looked back his situation during his youthful troubles with vanity and 

remarked, "While I meditate on the gulf toward which I traveled and reflect on my 

youthful disobedience, for these things I weep; mine eye runneth down with water. ,,98 

Woolman did not mention that he was quoting from the Bible and Moulton does not 

identify the quotation. The last phrase is a word-for-word quotation from the King James 

96 PM p. 109. 
97 PM p. 109. 
98 PMp. 25. 
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Version if the Book of Lamentation, Lam. 1: 16. The gut-wrenching poem is traditionally 

attributed to the prophet Jeremiah (a prophet that Woolman was especially fond of 

quoting) lamenting the destruction of Jerusalem, especially the Temple, which God had 

allowed. When Woolman was writing the Journal he was looking back on his youthful 

indiscretions that involved repeatedly directing God's instructions on how to live. From 

his vantage point later in life Woolman looked felt like Jeremiah bemoaning the sin that 

led God to destroy Jerusalem. Woolman thought that the prophets not only provided a 

frame by which he could look at his interactions in the outside world. They also provided 

a way to look back on his own life and grieve when he failed to live up to his own and 

God's expectations. 

We have seen that Woolman primarily used the Bible to describe either his own 

state of mind or his personal relationship with God while engaging in his mission. 

Woolman often merely said that he was moved by God to say what he said regarding 

slavery; such a statement was justification enough for his views. He did not often couch 

those speeches in overtly Biblical language or use extensive Biblical quotation. There is 

only one instance where Woolman approached the Bible directly in the Journal with 

concern to his slavery work. As I addressed above in Chapter 1 there is an instance 

where Woolman responded to specific arguments about negroes being the offspring of 

Cain and therefore being worthy of enslavement.99 In this instance Woolman 

approached the Bible in an exegetical nature, looking for arguments in specific passages 

by teasing out the logical implications of the passages. 

99 PM pp. 62-63 . 
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The general use of the Bible found in the Journal is in sharp contrast to the way 

that the Bible was used in the essays. This is a point that has not explicitly received 

much scholarly attention. Birkel's essay on Woolman's use of Scripture is very useful in 

describing the Quaker context within which Woolman approached the Bible and 

describing specifically how Woolman personally used the text. However, the vast 

majority of the citations that Birkel uses is from Woolman's Journal, although he does 

not mention the point. I therefore think that his analysis holds up very well when applied 

strictly to the Journal, but that a fuller analysis ofWoolm~'s use of the Bible in his two 

anti-slavery essays is called for. 

In these works the Bible played an important role in formulating the actual 

arguments that Woolman presented, rather than being used to illustrate Woolman's 

thinking about the nature of his relationship with God or the nature ofthe world. This is 

especially striking in Woolman's broad treatment of the Old Testament's view of slavery 

in Some Considerations on the Keeping a/Negroes, Part Second. On first inspection one 

is struck at how many direct Biblical quotations, citations, or allusions that Woolman 

included in this discussion. In eight pages of text (in the Moulton edition) Woolman 

referred to specific Biblical passages thirty-four times. All but one of the quotations was 

from the Old Testament. The subjects of the quotation either directly pertained to the 

issue of slavery or to how the Scriptures from the Old Testament themselves discussed 

the issue of observance of the law throughout time. A full analysis of Woolman's 

argument is provided above at the end of Chapter two. 

In addition to the sheer quantity of direct Scriptural quotations the way in which 

Woolman approached the idea of divine law is important in the extended use of the Bible 
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in the second anti-slavery essay. Woolman generally believed that God's directives 

should be considered law and should be followed. The entirety of the Journal illustrated 

this point very well. Woolman believed that the concept of divine law and divine 

directives were important and he thought of himself as well schooled in the law, as others 

should be, but Woolman generally approached the idea of divine law from a mystical 

standpoint whereby he sought what he believed God was telling him to do (which often 

involved telling others God's will as well). He did not take a didactic view ofthe law 

often. IOO In the passage referred to above, however, Woolman was engaging the Bible in 

a extremely logical and didactic manner. 

In Woolman's first essay he did not use the Bible as a straight-forward 

commentary about the history ofthe morality of slavery, but he did use the Bible in an 

exegetical framework to bolster the particulars of his argument. Woolman made 

extensive use of the famous Golden Rule and quoted its Biblical provenance in both the 

New Testament (Mt. 12:48-50) and the Old Testament (Lev. 19:33-34). He also used the 

Bible to explicitly establish a relationship between God and Christians that could be used 

when analyzing how familial relationships operated (Mt. 12:48-50). These two ideas, 

explicitly Biblically based in Woolman's presentation ofthem, are quite intimately 

related. Mt. 12:48-50 established that all believers should consider themselves a member 

of a family that had at its head Christ and God. This idea was meant to undermine the 

primacy of worldly familial relations, as was described earlier in Chapter two. 

Woolman's goal was to get people to stop thinking about the wellbeing of their family at 

the expense of other humans (or Christians). However, at the same time there is a very 

100 Altman, Walter Forrest. John Woolman' s Reading. Diss. Florida State University, 
1957, p. 122. 
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basic Biblical command to treat members of Christ's family well. Woolman quoted the 

entirety of both instances of the Golden Rule, however he gave the version found in the 

New Testament a place of honor by having it serve as an epigraph of the main section of 

his essay.IOI That version reads "For asmuch as ye did it to the least ofthese, my 

brethren, ye did it unto me." This results in a very forceful command based on Biblical 

citation. If someone does something to a member of Christ's family (the familiar 

language is noticeable in this passage; it is absent in the Old Testament passage) then 

they are also doing it to Christ. Individuals must look at themselves as members of 

Christ's family, but also must look at others as members of the same family. Surely then, 

it wouldn't be acceptable to enslave Christ? 

The force of the argument is very simple and eloquent and its basis in Biblical 

quotation is important when considered within Woolman's entire corpus. Ruminations 

on issues found in Mt. 12:48-50 are commonplace in the Journal. Woolman often used 

the Bible in the Journal to explore his own personal connection with God and to instruct 

on how others should cultivate a similar relationship. However, in the essay, Woolman 

used this idea and conjoined it to other Biblical passages, both from the New and Old 

Testaments to not merely talk about a relationship to God but to give firm directives 

about slavery. 

A reader might find these assertions that Woolman made somewhat troubling 

because the Bible passages that Woolman invoked in order to make his moral claims 

dealt with a relationship between believers as both individuals and a community and God. 

However, being a believer, a Christian, is very central to the Biblical ideas that Woolman 

101 PMp. 200 
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was bringing into the debate about slavery. What if the slaves weren't Christians? This 

issue was partially addressed by the historical Quaker concern, which Woolman shared, 

of religious education for slaves. George Fox visited Barbados in 1671 and during that 

visit he addressed the issue of slavery directly; it was one of the few times in his life that 

he did so. He tried to evangelize within the slave community, telling them that Christ had 

also died for them and that they should accept him as their savior. He also encouraged 

their owners to further their religious education. 102 

The idea of education, especially religious education was often a touchy subject 

among slave owners, especially non-Quaker ones because they thought that bringing 

them the message of Jesus would give them ideas offreedom. Elsewhere in Woolman's 

writings he strongly supported the idea of religious education among slaves. I03 However, 

Woolman also addressed the question of whether the directives of love and concern 

should apply to non-Christians directly in the beginning of his second essay on slavery. 

He asserted that negroes who may be polytheists were in fact not idolaters. Woolman 

said that for him to worship multiple gods would be idolatry and sinful, but for it is not a 

crime for people or nations who don't know about the Christian God to worship multiple 

Gods.I04 

There is no introductory material given to explain why Woolman asserted this, 

but I believe it makes sense if the statement is considered within the context of his 

discussions about morality based on Christian teachings. Woolman was working in the 

background of a form of universalism that existed within Quakerism going back to 

102 Drake, pp. 5-6 
103 PM p. 206. 
104 PM p. 210. 
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Barclay that stated that the inward Christ was open to those who didn't know about 

Christ and who might even be doing things that wouldn't be allowed of Christians. 

Woolman was also asserting that negroes could not be treated badly (or as un-Christian) 

because they had unknowingly done practices that were offensive to Western (and 

Christian) religious sensibilities. They could not be thought of as separate from Christ's 

family because of this fact. 

Additionally, Woolman responded to the argument that slavery was in fact a form 

of evangelism that brought the slaves to know Christ and to be saved. However, 

Woolman said that if evangelism was the true motive then men will (and should) feel 

sympathy for the countries where God is truly not known. Additionally, the way to 

address the lack of knowledge of God is not "to take them from their own land with 

views of profit to ourselves by means inconsistent with pure justice." I 05 Perpetuating 

such an injustice would likely not result in a true conversion, and even if conversion were 

to occur the horribleness of the process would far outweigh the benefits gained from the 

conversion. Although Woolman certainly favored Christianity (and Christianity's claim 

of monotheism) over every other religious system he did not believe that this exempted 

non-Christians from being protected by the moral commands of God given to believers in 

him. 

105 PM p. 221. 
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Conceptions of Divine Judgment 

Another aspect of Woolman's argument in the essays that is striking when 

compared to the Journal is the importance of the concept of divine judgment. The specter 

of judgment looms large in the essays, as have been noted above. The first anti-slavery 

essay opens with the possibility of divine judgment for acts of enslavement, and 

Woolman stated that "To our great Master we stand or fall; to judge or condemn is most 

suitable to his wisdom and authority.,,106 In the Journal even though Woolman was very 

clear that slavery was unacceptable for God he did not often talk about the judgment of 

God in connection with slavery. Woolman mostly conceived of God's judgment as a 

personal interaction between himself and God. This often took the form of debilitating 

illnesses or a grave sense of uncomfortable ness that Woolman endured when he wasn't 

following God's directives closely enough. 107 Even when Woolman stated directly that 

God was listening to the cries of anguish of the slaves Woolman did not directly say that 

Friends should consider the possibility of judgment. 108 This is interesting when taken 

within the broader context of the history of Quaker discourse. Early Quakers such as Fox 

106 PM pp. 198, 207. 
107 And even then he looked at his experiences of personal judgment not as examples of 
the wrath of God, but as transformative acts that God has done to Woolman out of love. 
When discussing judgment in the essays Woolman emphasized the idea of divine wrath 
to an extent not found anywhere else in his writing. 
108 The on exception to this is '6 und on PM pp. 92-93, where Woolman recalled that he 
said in a Meeting that if Friends do not heed the will of God and free their slaves, "it may 
be that by terrible things in righteousness God may answer us in this manner." I believe 
that it is significant that Woolman is quoting something that he said earlier here and it not 
bringing up the possibility of judgment in the Journal itself. Throughout the rest ofthe 
Journal, including passages quotes from Woolman's own past, the idea of divine 
judgment did not surface in such an extreme manner. 
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were very free about using language of divine judgment. 109 Quakerism started as an 

apocalyptic religion and the idea that God would judge very soon-indeed he was 

judging at that moment-was incredibly important and powerful for Quakers, especially 

as they responded to persecution. Some Quakers also talked frequently of Hell as being a 

part of divine judgment. Thomas Story, an important early Quaker who also tried to 

convert both negro and Indian slaves, thought that the "everlasting fire" was an important 

cornerstone of the Christianity that Quakerism espoused. I 10 As Altman notes Woolman 

never mentioned Hell explicitly, judgment is more often a personal experience that one 

goes through in the physical world, or a state of isolation from God that one experiences. 

However, Woolman's talk of judgment in the essays, of both individuals and their 

children, as well as his talk of judgment of Quakers who hold slaves in the Journal, could 

easily be interpreted by his readers as referring to being damned to HelL This idea was 

present in the Journal but it was made much more prominent in Woolman's essays and 

109 For but one example see George Fox's famous public performance shouting "woe unto 
the bloody city of Lichfield! " Fox, George (ed. John. L. Nicklas). The Journal of George 
Fox. Philadelphia: The Religious Society of Tjends, 1997, pp. 71-73. 
110 Altman, p. 121. It should be noted that Altman is not always to be trusted with 
interpretation of the theological meaning of the early Quakers and non-Quakers that he 
quotes. His dissertation was incredibly helpful in providing an overview of the works 
that Woolman is known to have read and his observations about what Woolman likely 
got out ofthose works is often helpfuL However, when using him to talk about subtle 
theological points, which are often important when dealing with the religious foundations 
that Woolman himself had and which shaped his thinking on slavery, it is often important 
to check Altman's interpretation against the original source. For example, he states that 
another one of the foundations of Thomas Story's Quakerism was the "Second Coming of 
Christ" (Altman's words). Altman based this assertion on Story's mention of the "Day of 
the Visitation of God". However, when one checks Thomas Story's Journal (p. 160) one 
finds that the "Day of the Visitation of God" is not an apocalyptic second coming as 
Altman takes it, but instead a much more standard Quaker idea: the day that the Holy 
Spirit of God comes upon an individual which results in conversion-and judgment--of 
that individual. 
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represent a distinctive feature for within Woolman's corpus, although not completely 

unexpected when viewed in the context of the broader history of Quakerism. 

Education, Natural Rights, and Reason 

A final major difference in the arguments found in the Journal and the essays, 

which in many ways is the biggest and most important difference, is that the essays focus 

on the idea of natural rights of humans. This is a fairly broad category and it found its 

way into the essay in a variety of forms. There are many times when Woolman used 

phrases like "natural right" or "natural liberty" to describe a state that naturally existed 

within all humans which implied that they should not be enslaved. Woolman also 

engaged in rational argument, whereby he showed how slavery was wrong even if one 

did not take into account God's commands. God's commands are certainly not absent 

from the essays, but it is possible to read them and remove all of the references to God 

and still come out with a document that condemned slavery. 

Woolman's extensive concern with education is the fullest example of this trend 

in his writing. Woolman is known to have owned and read some of the works of Locke, 

including works on education. 1 
1 
1 Woolman made no explicit mention of Locke in his 

writings 1 
12, however the influence of enlightenment thinking on education is discernable 

in Woolman's thoughts on the matter. Locke thought that children 113 should not be 

coddled when they are educated at a young age. They should be exposed to difficult 

III Slaughter, p. 30, Altman, p. 178. 
112 Livesay, p. 226. 
113 Locke was specifically talking about education for boys-he never wrote about 
education for girls. 
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physical conditions so that they become hardy rather than being lazy.114 There are many 

other aspects of Locke's educational model that Woolman did not agree with, such as 

using incentives to motivate youth (Woolman would think that such practices would 

contribute to greed and an unhealthy desire for personal gain at the expense of others).llS 

However, Locke's idea of exposing children to toil and hard work from an early age was 

reflected in Woolman's approach to education in the essays. He recognized that laziness 

was considered a vice and bad quality by a large number of people and connected that 

state of laziness to growing up in a household where slaves did most common chores. 

Not only was work considered a "natural" part of man that should be encouraged, not 

shunned116
, the ability to be productive and do work was seen as a social good. 

Woolman talked about education in a religious context; he knew that his readers 

would be very concerned if they, and their children, were doing something that would 

bring God's punishment against them. But Woolman also was very concerned of 

education in matters that were not religious. He wanted to instill social values that he 

deemed were good within the young population. He wanted them to be accustomed to 

behaving as man was naturally intended. He also distinguished between religious and 

intellectual education, but he did not completely discount the latter. It is clear that he 

would have viewed religious education as probably the most important element of one's 

education-nearly all of the books that he himself read were ofa religious nature, only a 

few were of a scientific or legal nature (these would therefore not count as frivolous. In 

the first of his anti-slavery essays Woolman did tell the masters of slaves that they were 

lJ4 laughter, p. 30. 
11 5 Altman, pp. 184-185. 
116 PMp. 206-
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at fault for not "affording a Christian education and suitable opportunity for improving 

the mind" (emphasis mine). 117 

Woolman was writing in a time that was affected by the philosophical 

enlightenment and the ideas of natural rights or conditions that were automatically 

afforded to all humans was a very powerful rhetorical device. As Woolman's life went 

on such discourse became even more important and powerful as the revolutionary 

movement took shape. It is difficult to know what Woolman's thoughts were precisely 

about the idea of natural rights or of the connection (or possible conflict) between 

religion and reason. Woolman did write in his Journal that he "believed that liberty was 

the natural right of all men equally" .118 However, most of the Journal is concerned with 

following the directions that God has given to him, which include campaigning against 

slavery. He presented his distaste for slavery as a religious conviction and his advocacy 

against it as a religious act. 

In the essays the idea of natural rights dictating the wrongness of slavery played a 

central role. God was still often present in the equation, and it is often assumed that God 

was involved in creating the systems that Woolman judged to be natural and good. Even 

though religious conviction is therefore still at the heart of what Woolman conceived as 

right action, he was appealing to others who might want a less overtly religious basis for 

opposing slavery. They might not have see religious devotion in the incredibly mystical 

117 PM p. 206. 
118 PM p. 61. The context of this passage was the memory ofa conversation he had with 
a militia officer concerning the issue of slavery. I believe it is important that Woolman 
was using the language of natural rights within a conversation he was having with a non
Quaker, rather than a conversation with a Quaker or within a passage of the Journal 
where he is clearly making his own thoughts known irrespective of historical 
recollection. 
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fashion that Woolman did, and therefore sought after something much more concrete, 

whether straightforward exegesis of the Bible or appeals to logic and reason. 

Considerations Part One exhibited a complex, but mostly positive idea to the idea 

of nature and natural rights. The first reference to the concept was ambiguous, with 

Woolman stating that "natural affection" was good only up to a point. It helps humans 

protect each other, but at the same time elevates those who are close to us as being more 

worthy of our love, which would create inequalities. He also equated it with more 

primitive species of animals, saying "natural affection appears to be a branch of self-love, 

good in the animal race, in us likewise with proper limitations, but otherwise is 

productive of evil by exciting desires to promote some by means prejudicial to others.,,119 

However, other references to nature or reason were much more positive and in 

fact conflict with what Woohnan saw society around him as operating under. He 

believed that man was naturally inclined to do a certain amount of labor and that 

engaging in it was a moral good whereas designing to be exempted from labor was a 

moral ill. 120 He also described reason and intellectual gifts as being incredibly important 

for having a relationship with God and doing God's will. Additionally, disobeying God's 

directives was actually contradictory to rationality and reason, according to Woolman: 

If we, by the operation of the Spirit of Christ, become heirs with him in 
the kingdom of his Father, and are redeemed fTom the alluring counterfeit 
joys of this world, and the joy of Christ remain 10 us; to suppose that one 
remaining in this happy condition can, for the sake of earthly riches, not 
only deprive his feIJow creatures of the sweetness offreedotrl (which, 
rightly used, is one oftbe greatest temporal blessings), but therewith 
neglect using proper means for their acquaintance with the Holy Scriptures 

119 PM p. 198. 
120 PM p. 206. 
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and the advantage of true religions seems, at least, a contradiction to 
reason. 121 

In this passage reason was connected with God; men should naturally adhere to God's 

directives and allow other humans to experience their natural rights that God has given 

them. This was not the way the society was operating, however, and it was crucial that 

individuals open themselves to reason in order to rationally understand how the society 

that they lived in was not behaving as it should. W oohnan continued by asserting that the 

mind was capable of producing good ideas and bad ideas, but that the mind was naturally 

predisposed towards good ones. Man in a primitive state, before sin, was predisposed 

towards good actions, but since the introduction of sin the actions of the mind had 

become tainted. Woohnan beseeched his readers to reject slavery such that, "the mind, 

the most noble part of him that occasions the discord, [does not become] alienated from 

its true and real happiness.,,122 

In Woohnan's second essay on slavery ideas of natural right and order were 

addressed much less directly but they were incorporated into his arguments in a much 

more sophisticated manner. In this essay, even more so than the previous one, Woolman 

sought to display how the society that has been built up around slavery is flawed and 

contradictory to the natural state of humanity. Discourses on reason were not prominent 

at all in this essay, but Woohnan did ask his readers to consider what was more rational 

and just, a primitive state of man or the unequal society they lived in. Woolman stated 

that if one "reverently observes that goodness manifested by our gracious Creator toward 

the various species of beings in this world, will see that in our frame and constitution is 

121 PM p. 208. 
122 PM p. 208. 
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clearly shown that innocent men capable to manage for themselves were not intended to 

be slaves.,,123 Woolman then went on to quote from Michael Adanson's Voyage to 

Senegal, the Isle of Goree and the River Gambia to show that negroes there, rather than 

the whites in America, more properly exhibit the positive aspects of living harmoniously 

in "the world in its primitive state." Woolman therefore showed that Africans were just 

as capable, in fact more capable, of existing in a society that was naturally inclined to 

reflect the intentions of God, the Creator of the universe and all the people who resided in 

it. 

Woolman interrogated the concept of nature at the conclusion of his essay as he 

did at the beginning of the first essay, by showing that what many people consider 

"natural" is in fact contrary to God's "natural" designs. Woolman recognized that 

individuals were "naturally" inclined to love those closer to themselves more than those 

that they did not know, self-love and the fruits of it "is our condition by nature" according 

to Woolman.124 Woolman was therefore appealing to the discourse of nature, rationality, 

and rights that was prevalent at the time in order to try and problematize the system of 

slavery on a rational level. He laid out arguments in the way that they would be expected 

from someone who was steeped in enlightenment rationality. If they followed 

Woolman's arguments they would come to the conclusion that it was not rational to 

enslave other human beings and that the natural order did not support slavery. But 

Woolman also offered a critique of rationality at the same time as he offered his 

argument. Although some might think that natural rights were separate from God 

Woolman was very clear that in fact they were natural precisely because God created 

123 PM p. 224. 
124 PM pp. 225-226. 
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them. People should use their reason in order to understand God's directives and follow 

them, thereby returning to a natural state where slavery did not exist. 

Woolman also distinguished between things that were truly natural--e.g. created 

by and sanctioned by God-and those that appeared to be natural, but were instead man

made. The structures of society, including excessive self-love, which required and 

supported slavery were a perfect example of this. People thought that the workings of 

that society were right and natural, but they were instead created by man and therefore 

drove man to behave in unnatural, inexcusable ways. However, because the system was 

so ingrained, and seemed so natural, most people would not be inclined to act in 

opposition to it and any action that they took would by necessity be very difficult. 

Woolman was therefore realistic to recognize that his essays were going to have a hard 

time persuading individuals to change their actions because even though they were 

individually accountable to God it would take a radical change to the entire societal 

system in order for most people to act. Woolman was therefore appealing to a sense of 

rationality, however not the one that was prevalent at the time, which sought to find a 

rational order to the way the world currently existed. Woolman thought that rationality 

dictated that the world be organized in a radically different way, whereby natural rights 

and systems dictated by God would be prevalent. 

Quakerism has long had a complex relationship to the concept of rationality. 

Several casual observers of Quakerism in the time period have identified Quakerism as 

being a religion that advocated for systems in the world from a rational, enlightened 

standpoint. For example, David Wills interprets Quakerism's stance against slavery 

(which largely grew out of Woolman's work) as being based both in "rationalistic 
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moralism and evangelical fervor" .125 Additionally, Cragg asserted that William Penn's 

treatise on religious toleration, while based on a theoretical framework that contained 

both theological claims and claims about the proper functioning of government, was 

argued "by an appeal to experience", that included discussions of nature and the proper 

natural order.126 

The authors that Woolman read, both Quaker and non-Quaker also had a 

complicated relationship with the idea of religion and reason. Thomas Story believed 

that there was a difference between the "principle of reason" and the "principle of divine 

truth", whereas the Quaker Alexander Arscott whom Woolman read (and quoted in his 

first anti-slavery essay) believed that the two ideas were complementary. 127 The non-

Quaker mystic Fenelon, whose work Dissertation on Pure Love Woolman read, wrote: 

Religion, Sir, presents us with nothing but what is conformable to Reason; 
nothing but which is lovely and affection, nothing but what is worthy to be 
admir'd; both in regard to the Sentiments it inspires us with, and the 
Manners and Behaviour it requires. The only Point we can be offended at, 
is being bound to love God more than ourselves, and to subject ourselves 
entirely to Him. But, can any thing be more just and reasonable, than to 
give up all to Him, from whom all we have comes; and to make that Self 
subject to Him, which we have only by Him; on the contrary, what is more 
unjust than to make so much difficulty in coming into a sentiment, so just 
and reasonable.128 

These debates about the relationship between religion and reason were going on 

around Woolman and he was surely exposed to them both in his interactions and in his 

125 Wills, David W. Christianity in the United States: A Historical Survey and 
nterpretation. Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 2002, p. 18. 

126 Cragg, G.R. From Puritanism to the Age of Reason: A Study of Changes in Religious 
Thought within the Church of England 1660 to 1700. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1966, p. 214. 
127 8 Altman, p. 17 . 
128 Quoted on Altman, p. 178. 
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reading. It appears that most of Woolman's reading argued for the compatibility of 

reason and religion, but it is clear that both sides were represented. In Woolman's 

personal life, which formed the basis of the Journal, this distinction was less important. 

Woolman was a mystic of a radical and classic Quaker sort. He did all of his actions 

because he believed God told him to do so and there was no need to rationalize any of 

these actions with appeals to reason. Woolman's actions often put him at odds with the 

rest of the society he lived in, whether it was just the Quaker society (such as in the 

episode concerning his clothing) or the rest of society in general. Although Woolman 

dreaded the social ostracism that these actions implied he nonetheless undertook them 

because he believed that was his only option if he wanted to maintain his devotion to 

God. It was this devotion that framed the entirety of his Journal, and it is therefore that 

thinking that was expressed. 

In his essays Woolman had to approach the issue of slavery and rationality much 

more directly. He tried to convince his readers that God did not approve of slavery on a 

visceral, emotional level. But his argument did not depend on that assertion. He also 

tried to address people who participated in the slavery society out of "rational" reasons: 

beliefs that slaves were inferior, beliefs that they were actually helping slaves, beliefs that 

the Bible did not logically condemn, but instead endorsed slavery, the desire to leave a 

good inheritance for their children, and the belief that the world was naturally set up to 

support slavery. Woolman set out to rationally debunk all ofthese assertions and to show 

that the natural, rational world was in fact not reflected in the way society was currently 

organized. Woolman believed that his arguments were enough to either religiously or 

rationally convince his readers that slavery was wrong and to give it up, however he did 
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not expect everyone to go against the grain as he had. He recognized that the "natural" 

order of society that depended on slavery was so ingrained that it would take a large 

number of people convinced of the wrongness of slavery, from either rational or religious 

grounds to change the system enough to allow others to also change their ways. 

Woolman's essays also show that he was pretty much in line with Arscott on the idea of 

rationality and religion. He believed that they were not incompatible, that they were in 

fact the same. True rationality and nature could not exist independently of religion 

because it was God who created the natural order. However, he also judged people by 

their actions, and ifthey were to arrive at behavior that Woolman wanted without any 

religious motivation I believe Woolman would have still been happy. As long as they 

were following the will of God, for whatever reason, Woolman would be content. For 

him following the will of God required being open to God's constant directions to him 

personally, but he did not necessarily believe that such a line of communication was 

essential to right action. 

Analysis 

When analyzing Woolman's essays within his corpus and comparing them 

specifically to the Journal it is important to remember the context that they inhabited. In 

addition to the differences between expectations of genre that I outlined above one must 

remember that Woolman wrote his first essay before he began writing his Journal, and he 

published both of them before his Journal was published. The immediate readers of his 

essay would therefore not be comparing them to the Journal and worrying about the 
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content of his various arguments and the communities they were meant to address. This 

discussion must therefore be limited to Woolman's own intentions and thoughts about the 

Quaker community or other religious communities. Only after his death when his Journal 

was published, often in volumes that included the essays, does this question of argument, 

interpretation, and audience become an issue for Woolman's readership at large. 

It is also imperative to remember that Some Considerations on the Keeping of 

Negroes was the fust tract about slavery published with the official sanction of a Quaker 

body. All other Quakers who had previously carried a public anti-slavery concern had 

done so in a way that as not supported by the community and were disowned, which also 

ensured that their views did not get wide dissemination beyond unfavorable caricatures. 

Woolman's essay must therefore been seen as a Quaker trying to convince his own 

religious community that slavery was morally and religiously wrong. It is therefore not 

surprising that Woolman would resort to threatens of judgment, overt Biblical 

exegesis,129 appeals to rationality and lived experience, as well as comparisons of the 

plight of slaves to possible hardships that the slave owners could suffer. Woolman knew, 

as Edgar Sheffield Brightman says, that "in the main [mystical] experiences have often 

been discounted in favor of obedience, or have been regarded as rare and exceptional 

rather than the goal of all believers. ,,130 Woolman was a mystic but he knew that most 

people, especially non-Quakers were less mystically inclined and the establishment 

placed an emphasis on rules and order, both those deriving from nature and from the 

Bible, so Woolman framed his arguments in those terms. 

129 It was also very common for the Bible to be used in an exegetical nature in essays 
r enned by Quakers. 

30 Brightman, Edgard Sheffield. "Goals of Philosophy and Religion, East and West". 
Philosophy East and West, Vol. 1, No.4 (Jan., 1952), pp. 6-17, p. 14. 
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Additionally it is clear that Woolman never retreated from his Quaker identity. 

He was clear that he was writing what he was writing because he believed God had 

required him to do so. Even in the aspects of his arguments that seem divorced from 

overt religious sentiments he never completely gives up the idea of God. He sill wrote 

that what he was writing was correct and just because God decreed it so, but he was also 

clearly using many different modes of argumentation. The different tone that his writing 

took also would lead the casual reader to think that he was making very different 

arguments: in the Journal it appears that Woolman was simply admonishing everyone to 

being open to leadings from God and to follow them concerning slavery. In the essays he 

was engaging in Biblical exegesis and making comparisons to the lives of his readers. He 

was talking about natural rights and the judgment of God. Even if they all depend on the 

will of God it appears that the will of God had much different ways of manifesting itself 

in Woolman's essays and Journal. 

Notwithstanding the lack of Quaker precedence for an accepted anti-slavery 

argument and the desire to therefore be absolutely clear about one's thoughts and 

expectations for others, I believe here it is important not to forget the dedication that did 

appear with both of the essays. Were it not present I would be inclined to think that 

Woolman was simply was trying to be as forceful as he could so that Quakers couldn't try 

to escape responsibility for slavery. 131 However, the presence ofthe dedication, 

combined with the widely divergent styles and content of the essays and the Journal leads 

131 This was certainly a phenomenon he experienced in his life: Quakers would often 
admit that slavery might be wrong but that they should wait for a leading from God in the 
future to tell them what to do. Woolman would always counter by saying that God was 
giving Quakers like himself a leading, and that leading was to act now (c.f. PM pp. 92-
93). 
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me to believe that Woolman not only intended them for the education of a misinfonned 

Quaker public but for those of other religions as well. Woolman used the Bible in a way 

more familiar to non-Quakers in a bid to make them understand that God did not endorse 

slavery.132 He engaged the discourses of the enlightenment and natural rights that were 

beginning to take shape in the colonies at the time with his own Quaker-influenced take 

on their methodology in order to try and convince them. Although Woolman was first 

and foremost always a Quaker and he primarily wrote for Quaker audiences133 he was 

aware of the community that surrounded him. We know he read many non-Quaker 

authors (albeit religious authors whose mystical sensibility was close to his own) and he 

tried to engage non-Quakers in his discourse on slavery, if obliquely. 

Implications and Directions for Further Research 

There are many deeply rooted implications of Woolman's arguments against 

slavery and they imply certain foundational principles that his readers would have to 

agree upon if they were to be effective. The implications themselves and how they 

interacted with the communities Woolman was addressing in his writing, both Quaker 

and non-Quaker, provide ample ground for further research. I will briefly outline two 

areas where further research is needed: the nature of Woolman's claim of universal 

humanity for negroes, and the theological nature of Woolman's ethics, especially as it 

pertained to eschatology. 

132 In Woolman's Journal the times that he gets into a Biblical debate often occur when 
he's recounting conversations that he had with a non-Quaker. 
133 His essays also had an enormous effect within the Quaker community whereas as far 
as I can tell they were not incredibly influential outside it. 
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The tactic that Woolman used in the essays to try and get whites to give up 

slavery from an emotional, visceral standpoint was essentially invoke the Golden Rule. 

Woolman asked his readers to imagine themselves in the place of the slaves. In order for 

such a comparison to be valid his readers would have to agree with him that such a 

comparison would make sense. There was a lot of rationalizing that was going on among 

slave owners about negroes not being human, or of them being a sort of human that was 

hopelessly inferior than whites which therefore make it morally okay to enslave them. 

Readers would have to agree that white humans and negro humans were essentially equal 

and comparable. 

In addition to rational arguments being put forth about the inferiority of Africans, 

such as the common descended-from-Cain idea, there were many portrayals of negroes in 

literature that were as emotionally and viscerally commanding as Woolman's, but in the 

other direction. Blackness (not necessarily of a person, but as an abstract category) was 

often associated with badness while whiteness was associated with goodness.134 Negroes 

were often classified as animals, as being similar to apes in the Great Chain of Being by 

Linnaeus.135 There was generally an obsession with categorizing every physical 

difference between negroes and whites while showing how distasteful the negro 

characteristics were. Even other people who espoused the Golden Rule in relation to 

slavery would still emphasize the innate stupidity of negroes. 136 Woolman was not 

merely fighting against the institution of slavery but also the general poor treatment of 

negroes. He believed they were equally human with their white owners and he wanted 

134 Cantor, Milton. "The Image ofthe Negro in Colonial Literature." The New England 
Ruarterly , 36 (1963), pp. 452-477, p. 458. 
1 5 Ibid, p. 463. 
136 Ibid, p. 457. 
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others to treat them so. Although he constantly said it was the will of God that they be 

treated in a similar manner and that according to God their natures were equal, he really 

only gave one argument to that effect in the essays, an argument based on the act of 

creation: "When we remember that all nations are of one blood (Gen. 3:20); that in this 

world we are but sojourners; [etc.] .... it seems to raise an idea of a general brotherhood 

and a disposition easy to be touched with a feeling of each other's afflictions.,,137 

In his Journal Woolman provided a mystical approach to the issue when he 

recounted a dream while he thought he was about to die in 1770 of pleurisy. In the dream 

he didn't remember who he was, and he recounted: 

Being then desirous to know who I was, I saw a mass of matter of dull 
gloomy colour, between the south and the east, and was informed that this 
mass was human beings in as great misery as they could be and live, and 
that I was mixed in with them and henceforth might not consider myself as 

d· . b· 138 a Istmct or separate emg. 

At that time he didn't know his name in the dream and he heard what he thought to be an 

angel say "John Woolman is dead." He also had a vision of poor people working 

(although they were really oppressed) for supposed Christians in a mine. The workers 

blasphemed the name of Christ because their oppressors are Christians, which gave 

Woolman great discomfort. He then recalled Gal. 2:20 "I am crucified with Christ: 

nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me: and the life which I now live in the 

flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God, who loved me, and gave himself for me" 

(KJV). He realized that the angel merely meant that the individual will of Woolman had 

died and that he was one with the other oppressed people and with Christ. Woolman 

therefore achieved an extremely complete sense of mystical union with everyone else in 

137 PM p. 200. 
138 PM p. 185. 
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the world. The negro slaves were so equivalent to him and comparable to him that 

indeed he didn't exist as a distinct entity anymore and he could certainly not consider 

enslaving them, for it would be like enslaving himself. 

It is clear that most of Woolman's readers, especially ifthey only read the essays, 

would not have such a complete mystical understanding of the equality of humanity as 

Woolman did. However, some level of equality would still be required in order for 

Woolman's comparisons to make sense and work. Further research should therefore go 

into documenting what precisely the ideas were during Woolman's time regarding the 

equality of whites and negroes. What theoretical fonn did the equality take when it 

appeared, and can any of it be traced back directly to Woolman's essays? 

Several times throughout the course of the essays Woolman invoked the idea of 

the kingdom of God or of heaven when he called on his readers to free their slaves. For 

example, Woolman stated that it would be "a contradiction to reason" to continue to 

enslave people when we have "become heirs to the kingdom of [Jesus'] Father".139 

Woolman also appealed to the historical record of Jesus' life, stating that if one takes his 

actions as moral directives then slavery would be impossible. This sentiment was present 

in both the Journal and the essays. For example: "Oh, that all may take heed and beware 

of covetousness! Oh, that all may learn of Christ who is meek and low of heart! The in 

faithfully following him, he will teach us to be content with food and raiment without 

140 . 
respect to the customs or honorurs of this world." Another example: 

When we love God with all our heart and with all our strength, then in this 
love we love our neighbours as ourselves, and a tenderness of heart is felt 
towards all people ... In this love we can say that Jesus is the Lord, and 

139 PM P. 208. 
140 PM p. 167. 
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that the reformation in our souls, manifested in a full reformation of our 
lives, wherein all things are new and all things are of God (2 Cor. 5:17-
18)" (emphasis mine) . 141 

This strain is most clearly stated in the conclusion to Some Considerations on the 

Keeping of Negroes: "If we consider the life of our blessed Saviour when on earth, as it is 

recorded by his followers, we shall find that one uniform desire for the eternal and 

temporal good of mankind discovered itself in all his action." 142 

This idea of following God's actions and salvation requiring certain actions in the 

world is bound up inextricably with questions of eschatology and realized eschatology. 

How would other Christians, or even other Quakers, responded to the idea that the 

Kingdom of God was present on right now on earth and that they needed to act in a 

certain way to ensure that they were a part of it, and that it was created? At one point 

Woolman said that such actions were required when one became "an heir to the 

kingdom" implying that the kingdom was already present and it was the individuals 

responsibility to act within it. However, at other times, such as the last quotation above, 

Woolman seemed to indicate that it was the responsibility of individuals to look to the 

example of Jesus and to act accordingly, thus bringing about that environment again. 

Woolman's idea about the correct natural state of man being primitive can also play into 

the idea that humans need to have a total paradigm shift of their moral values and need to 

actively change their ways in order to create a better society that reflected what God 

wanted society to look like. According to Niebuhr: 

early American Protestants believed in the kingdom of God, but it was not 
a society of peace and concord established by men of good will; it was 
rather the living reality of God's present rule, not only in humans spirits 

141 PMp. 177 
142 PM p. 208. 
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but also in the world of nature and of human history ... [the] kingdom 
was not an ideal dependent for its realization of human effort; men and 
their efforts were dependent upon it; loyalty to it and obedience to its laws 
were the conditions for their temporal and eternal welfare. 143 

Many of Woolman's statements about the nature of the kingdom of God related to giving 

up of slavery seem to be in opposition to that, because although Woolman did talk about 

judgment, especially in the essays, he also talked about the creative powers of humans by 

following the example of God. Yet many of his passages seem to suggest exactly the 

view that Niebuhr describes, wherein men must tap into a system of ideas and practices 

that already exist in reality among true believers. How does Wooman's writings as a 

whole interact with the issue of ethics and eschatology in general, and with the question 

of the kingdom of God as it was conceived in colonial America in particular? These are 

questions that desperately need to be addressed if one is going to have a full 

understanding about how Woolman's arguments would have seen to non-Quaker readers. 

143 Niebuhr, H. Richard. The Kingdom of God in America. New York: Harper and Row, 
1959, p. 51. 
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Conclusion 

Woolman was clearly motivated to campaign against slavery because of a deeply 

held belief that God personally required him to undertake such a mission. It was a 

religious calling and he could not in any way pass it up. He wrote his Journal in a 

standard Quaker fashion whereby he used his life as the template to a lesson in proper 

Quaker spirituality. He presented his leading to work against slavery as an example of a 

genuine leading from God and he described how important it was to follow it. However, 

while doing so, he also laid out several specific arguments against slavery from a Quaker 

perspective. In the Journal he made sure to always bring the arguments about slavery 

back to standard Quaker principles that all of his readers would agree on. These included 

the Peace and Simplicity Testimonies in addition to the importance of following God's 

leadings individually and as a community. Therefore he spent a great deal of energy into 

convincing his readers that each action that he took and each sentiment that he wrote 

down was genuinely from God and should be treated as such. He used Quaker language 

and expectations to show that God was giving him his leading just like God gave leadings 

to many other people. The arguments themselves, as well as the literary presentation of 

them, were done as would be expected in Quaker circles. Woolman used this technique 

to justify all of his actions, even those that put him at odds with the Quaker community as 

a whole. 

By the time that Woolman died he was well known in Quaker circles for his work 

against slavery. Although there was still a great deal of work to be done on the front after 

his death many Quaker institutions had begun to move steadily away from tacitly 
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endorsing slavery. Any Quaker who picked up and read his Journal would expect a great 

deal of attention paid to the issue, even if they were personally not in agreement with him 

on some points. However, at the time of the publication of Woolman's two essays on 

slavery the Quaker community was not in any way in unity on the question. Woolman 

therefore tried to argue from a Quaker standpoint but also in a firm form that would not 

allow people to remove their responsibility. He wanted his argument to be total and 

unequivocal. Additionally, the genre ofthe essay did not have the expectations of 

mystical self-reflection that the Journal did. 

In addition to targeting the Quaker community with fresh, new, and somewhat 

difficult ideas about slavery, Woolman wrote that he "recommended [his essays] to 

professors of Christianity of every denomination. These essays therefore show how 

Woolman viewed other Christian denominations and what he thought they thought about 

slavery. They show what he believed would be necessary to convince other Christians 

that slavery was wrong. This included using the Bible in a much less reflective and much 

more legal, exegetical manner along with the possibility of harsh divine judgment. It also 

meant catering to ideas of natural rights and rationality. It also meant talking about 

education of youth and the desire to leave them a good inheritance and ensure that they 

don't develop socially hindering habits. However, when Woolman engaged in all ofthese 

discourses he did so from his own unique Quaker perspective, which altered the content 

of the argument from what one might expect if a non-Quaker were talking about slavery 

from the same perspective. This shows that Woolman thought that each of these 

categories of discourse was in some manner lacking and only the mystical discourse of 

Quakerism that he himself existed within was truly adequate to addressing the issue. 
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Woolman's essays (and his Journal) had a much greater concrete impact on the 

Quaker community's treatment of slavery. However, it is also incredibly interesting and 

important to see how an important Quaker figure viewed other Christian denominations 

and how he envisioned a religious engagement with them on the question of slavery, even 

ifhis engagement was not incredibly effective. Additionally, more research should be 

done into what exactly Woolman's effects on the non-Quaker discourse on slavery was 

during and immediately following his lifetime, even if such effects were small. 
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